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Foreword

This report summarizes the state-of-the-art review of IEA-ECBCS Annex 44 “Integrating Environmentally Responsive Elements in Buildings” and is based on the contributions from the participating countries.

The publication is an official Annex report. With a focus on innovative building elements that dynamically respond to changes in climate and user demands, the report describes materials, components and systems that have been tested in laboratories and buildings around the world.

This report is aimed at researchers in the field and gives an overview of how these elements work together with available performance data.

It is hoped, that this report will be helpful for researchers in their search for new solutions to the problem of designing and constructing sustainable buildings.
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Editor
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International Energy Agency

The International Energy Agency (IEA) was established in 1974 within the framework of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) to implement an international energy programme. A basic aim of the IEA is to foster co-operation among the twenty-four IEA participating countries and to increase energy security through energy conservation, development of alternative energy sources and energy research, development and demonstration (RD&D).

Energy Conservation in Buildings and Community Systems

The IEA sponsors research and development in a number of areas related to energy. The mission of one of those areas, the ECBCS - Energy Conservation for Building and Community Systems Programme, is to facilitate and accelerate the introduction of energy conservation, and environmentally sustainable technologies into healthy buildings and community systems, through innovation and research in decision-making, building assemblies and systems, and commercialisation. The objectives of collaborative work within the ECBCS R&D program are directly derived from the ongoing energy and environmental challenges facing IEA countries in the area of construction, energy market and research. ECBCS addresses major challenges and takes advantage of opportunities in the following areas:

- exploitation of innovation and information technology;
- impact of energy measures on indoor health and usability;
- integration of building energy measures and tools to changes in lifestyles, work environment alternatives, and business environment.

The Executive Committee

Overall control of the program is maintained by an Executive Committee, which not only monitors existing projects but also identifies new areas where collaborative effort may be beneficial. To date the following projects have been initiated by the executive committee on Energy Conservation in Buildings and Community Systems (completed projects are identified by (*)):

Annex 1: Load Energy Determination of Buildings (*)
Annex 2: Ekistics and Advanced Community Energy Systems (*)
Annex 3: Energy Conservation in Residential Buildings (*)
Annex 4: Glasgow Commercial Building Monitoring (*)
Annex 5: Air Infiltration and Ventilation Centre
Annex 6: Energy Systems and Design of Communities (*)
Annex 7: Local Government Energy Planning (*)
Annex 8: Inhabitants Behaviour with Regard to Ventilation (*)
Annex 9: Minimum Ventilation Rates (*)
Annex 10: Building HVAC System Simulation (*)
Annex 11: Energy Auditing (*)
Annex 12: Windows and Fenestration (*)
Annex 13: Energy Management in Hospitals (*)
Annex 14: Condensation and Energy (*)
Annex 15: Energy Efficiency in Schools (*)
Annex 16: BEMS 1- User Interfaces and System Integration (*)
Annex 17: BEMS 2- Evaluation and Emulation Techniques (*)
Annex 18: Demand Controlled Ventilation Systems (*)
Annex 19: Low Slope Roof Systems (*)
Annex 20: Air Flow Patterns within Buildings (*)
Annex 21: Thermal Modelling (*)
Annex 22: Energy Efficient Communities (*)
Annex 23: Multi Zone Air Flow Modelling (COMIS) (*)
Annex 24: Heat, Air and Moisture Transfer in Envelopes (*)
Annex 25: Real time HEVAC Simulation (*)
Annex 26: Energy Efficient Ventilation of Large Enclosures (*)
Annex 27: Evaluation and Demonstration of Domestic Ventilation Systems (*)
Annex 28: Low Energy Cooling Systems (*)
Annex 29: Daylight in Buildings (*)
Annex 30: Bringing Simulation to Application (*)
Annex 31: Energy-Related Environmental Impact of Buildings (*)
Annex 32: Integral Building Envelope Performance Assessment (*)
Annex 33: Advanced Local Energy Planning (*)
Annex 34: Computer-Aided Evaluation of HVAC System Performance (*)
Annex 35: Design of Energy Efficient Hybrid Ventilation (HYBVENT) (*)
Annex 36: Retrofitting of Educational Buildings (*)
Annex 37: Low-exergy Systems for Heating and Cooling of Buildings (LowEx) (*)
Annex 38: Solar Sustainable Housing (*)
Annex 39: High Performance Insulation Systems (*)
Annex 40: Building Commissioning to Improve Energy Performance (*)
Annex 41: Whole Building Heat, Air and Moisture Response (MOIST-ENG)
Annex 42: The Simulation of Building-Integrated Fuel Cell and Other Cogeneration Systems (FC+COGEN-SIM)
Annex 43: Testing and Validation of Building Energy Simulation Tools
Annex 44: Integrating Environmentally Responsive Elements in Buildings
Annex 45: Energy Efficient Electric Lighting for Buildings
Annex 47: Cost-Effective Commissioning for Existing and Low Energy Buildings
Annex 48: Heat Pumping and Reversible Air Conditioning
Annex 49: Low Exergy Systems for High Performance Built Environments and Communities
Annex 50: Prefabricated Systems for Low Energy / High Comfort Building Renewal

Working Group - Energy Efficiency in Educational Buildings (*)
Working Group - Indicators of Energy Efficiency in Cold Climate Buildings (*)
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Energy use for room heating, cooling and ventilation accounts for more than one third of the total, primary energy demand in the industrialised countries, and is in this way a major polluter of the environment. To successfully achieve the targets set out in the Kyoto protocols it is necessary to identify innovative energy technologies and solutions for the medium and long term which facilitates the implementation and integration of low carbon technologies, such as renewable energy devices, within the built environment. Deployment of low carbon technologies still faces major barriers in the built environment especially in relation to costs, building logistics, technological challenges, lack of understanding and knowledge and absence of requisite skills.

Research into building energy efficiency over the last decades has focused on efficiency improvements of specific building elements like the building envelope, including its walls, roofs and fenestration components (windows, daylighting, ventilation, etc.) and building equipment such as heating, ventilation, cooling equipment and lighting. Significant improvement have been made, and most building elements still offer opportunities for efficiency improvements.

But the greatest future potential lie with technologies that promote the integration of responsive building elements with the building services. Responsive in this context means ability to dynamically adjust physical properties and energetic performance according to changing demands from indoor and outdoor conditions. This ability could pertain to energy capture (as in window systems), energy transport (as air movement in cavities), and energy storage (as in building materials with high thermal storage capacity).

With the integration of responsive building elements and building services, building design completely changes from design of individual systems to integrated design of integrated building concepts, which should allow for optimal use of natural energy strategies (daylighting, natural ventilation, passive cooling, etc.) as well as integration of renewable energy devices.

The objectives of IEA ECBCS Annex 44 is to collect information about the performance of buildings that utilize responsive building systems, and improve and optimise such system. The project participants will also develop new building concepts with integration of responsive building elements, and guidelines and procedures for estimation of environmental performance of responsive building elements and integrated building concepts.

This report gives a summary of the information gathered in the state-of-the-art stage of the IEA-project. The full information reports for responsive building elements and integrated building concepts are also available at the project website.
Chapter 2  Scope

The IEA Annex 44 will, based on the knowledge gained in earlier IEA work, address the following objectives:

- Collect state-of-the-art information about responsive building elements, of integrated building concepts and of environmental performance assessment methods, and prepare reports based on this information.
- Improve and optimise responsive building elements already demonstrated in case buildings and technical literature.
- Develop and optimise new building concepts with integration of responsive building elements, HVAC-systems as well as natural and renewable energy strategies.
- Develop guidelines and procedures for estimation of environmental performance of responsive building elements and integrated building concepts.

This report is a short summary of the state-of-the-art information gathered for Responsive Building Elements (RBE) and Integrated Building Concepts (IBC), the latter being comprehensive building systems that is based on RBEs. The "official" project definitions for RBE and IBC are given in Chapter 3.

A more comprehensive source of information is the full state-of-the-art reports for RBE and IBC available on the IEA ECBCS Annex 44 websites, http://www.civil.aau.dk/Annex44/ and http://www.ecbcs.org/annexes/annex44.htm. This shorter summary will give researchers and energy practitioners in the building sector an overview of the ground that will be covered in the IEA project. Information have been contributed by all the participants in the project, and edited by subtask leaders in the group. The full reports will have a much more comprehensive presentation of the subjects covered in this summary report.

The RBEs covered are mainly associated with the building envelope and other major construction elements: foundations, exterior walls, interior walls, floors, roof, windows etc. The RBEs are designed to work in close interaction with the building mechanical and electrical systems, such as heating, cooling, ventilation, lighting, electricity supply, and control systems, in order to reduce the demand for energy. This indicates that the principles for application of RBEs are best suited for commercial buildings that display a full range of mechanical and electrical systems. But as residential buildings now also are employing more such systems, some of the information gathered here may also be useful for such residential construction.

The responsive building element working principles identified and described in this report (Chapter 4) are:

- Advanced integrated facades, for example double facades integrating ventilation
- Thermal mass of building elements used for storage of heat and coolth
- Earth coupling of foundation elements and buried ducts and culverts
- Dynamic insulation systems in walls, for example breathing walls preheating air
- Phase change materials integrated in building elements to enhance the ability to store heat and coolth
The report also covers different applications of the RBEs, gives available data for design and performance, and discusses barriers to application and needs for more research.

The participants in IEA ECBCS Annex 44 have registered 23 buildings that have integrated different RBEs in their energy systems. A shortlist of 7 buildings that demonstrates such IBCs are presented in this summary report (Chapter 5). Also included is performance data for these buildings, and experience gained from design, construction and operation. For IBCs the report also describes 11 different design process methods and tools.
Chapter 3 Definitions

**Responsive Building Elements** are defined as building construction elements which are actively used for transfer and storage of heat, light, water and air. This means that construction elements (like floors, walls, roofs, foundation etc.) are logically and rationally combined and integrated with building service functions such as heating, cooling, ventilation and lighting. The development, application and implementation of responsive building elements are considered to be a necessary step towards further energy efficiency improvements in the built environment. Examples include:

- Facades systems (ventilated facades, double skin facades, adaptable facades, dynamic insulation)
- Foundations (earth coupling systems, embedded ducts)
- Storages (active use of thermal mass, material - concrete, massive wood - core activation for cooling and heating, phase change materials (PCM))
- Roof systems (green roof systems)

**Integrated building concepts** are design solutions of optimized responsive building elements and energy-systems integrated into one system to reach an optimal environmental performance in terms of energy performance, resource consumption, ecological loadings and indoor environmental quality. It follows that integrated building concepts are design solutions that maintain an appropriate balance between optimum interior conditions and environmental performance by reacting in a controlled and holistic manner to changes in external or internal conditions and to occupant intervention that develop from an integrated multidisciplinary design process, which utilizes a three step approach for optimisation of energy efficiency (Trias Energetica) and includes integration of human factors and architectural considerations.
Chapter 4  Responsive Building Elements

Introduction

Research and technological innovation, over the last decade, have determined a significant improvement in the performance of specific building elements like the building envelope - including walls, roofs and fenestration components - and building equipment - such as heating, ventilation, cooling equipment and lighting. While most building elements still offer some opportunities for efficiency improvements, the greatest future potential seems to lie with technologies that promote the integration of “dynamic” building elements with building services.

In this perspective the term “dynamic” translates into the fact that functions, features and thermophysical behaviour of such building components may change over the time and adapt to different building/occupants requirements (heating/cooling, higher/lower ventilation, …) and to different boundary conditions (meteorological, internal heat/pollution loads, …).

Within Annex 44 such components have been defined as Responsive Building Elements (RBE): an RBE is a building construction element that assists to maintain an appropriate balance between optimum interior conditions and environmental performance by reacting in a controlled and holistic manner to changes in external or internal conditions and to occupant intervention.

This means that building components are now actively used for transfer and storage of heat, light, water and air and that construction elements (like floors, walls, roofs, foundation etc.) are logically and rationally combined and integrated with building service functions such as heating, cooling, ventilation and lighting.

The development, application and implementation of responsive building elements are considered to be a necessary step towards further energy efficiency improvements in the built environment.

Examples of RBE include, among the others: façades systems (ventilated facades, double skin facades, adaptable facades, dynamic insulation,…), foundations (earth coupling systems, embedded ducts, …), energy storages (active use of thermal mass, material - concrete, massive wood - core activation for cooling and heating, phase change materials, …), roof systems (green roof systems, …), active/passive solar systems, daylighting technologies.

In Annex 44 attention has been focused only on five specific responsive building elements, whose perspective of improvement and widespread implementation in the building sector seems to be much more promising. These are:

Advanced Integrated Façade (AIF)

An Advanced Integrated Façade (AIF) is a building envelope that exhibits adaptive characteristics that are in tune with both the physical/ climatic conditions of a particular location and the indoor environment requirements. An AIF provides the basic functions of shelter, security and privacy, while minimizing energy consumption. AIF are the actual development of what started with passive architecture principles and evolved, originally, into Double Skin Façades (DSF) and, recently, into the intelligent skins concepts. An intelligent skin may be defined as “a composition of construction elements confined to the outer,
weather-protecting zone of a building, which performs functions that can be individually or cumulatively adjusted to respond predictably to environment variations, to maintain comfort with the least use of energy”. The concept of “intelligence” associated with DSF represents a change from a static envelope to one with a dynamic behaviour.

**Thermal Mass Activation (TMA)**

*Thermal mass activation* (TMA) is defined as the active use of the mass of the building that can be used to store thermal energy (for heating/cooling purposes). Components typically adopted when the TMA concept is applied include: the building envelope, the interior partition, the furnishing, or even the building structure. A well known example of use of TMA is the so called “night cooling”, which minimizes or zeroes the need of mechanical cooling in buildings. There are two basic types of thermal mass according to its location: the external thermal mass (such as walls, roofs exposed to outdoor temperature) and the internal thermal mass (such as furniture and purpose-built internal concrete partitions exposed to indoor air temperature). A relatively new approach is represented by a combination of TMA and the radiant heating/cooling of the buildings. An air conditioning system utilizing TMA can smooth the cooling/heating loads without increasing the building initial costs.

**Earth Coupling (EC)**

The basic principle of the *Earth Coupling* (EC) is to ventilate air to the indoor environment through one or several buried ducts, in order to exploit the seasonal thermal storage ability of the soil. This enables a cooling effect of the hot summer air and a heating effect of the cold winter air. The ground’s large thermal capacity is, therefore, used to preheat or pre-cool the ventilation air, resulting in energy savings for the building. Frequently, this technology is also addressed as “Earth to Air underground Heat Exchangers”. In buildings with required indoor air temperatures between 20°C to 26°C, EC is primarily used for cooling purposes, since soil temperatures are usually below the indoor air temperature most of the time. However, EC can also be used for winter heating, when the outdoor air temperature is much lower than that of the soil, but additional heating systems are usually needed in this case.

**Dynamic Insulation Systems (DIS)**

The concept of *Dynamic Insulation Systems* (DIS) combines the conventional insulation and heat exchange characteristics of an outer envelope element, in order to effectively pre-heat the ventilation air. DIS are regarded as one possible method for reducing building envelope heat losses while achieving better indoor air quality. One of the most promising existing technologies is represented by the so-called “Breathing Wall” (BW). A BW is a suitably designed wall which let an air transfer through a permeable insulation layer. The system can act as a contra-flux mode heat exchanger and it usually consists of two main sub-layers: an external envelope (this could be a prefabricated reinforced concrete slab or a perforated metal sheet) - through which the ventilation air can be introduced from the bottom or top - and a dynamic insulation sub-layer (which may consist of layers of breathing, porous materials). The air flow through the wall is, usually, assured by means of mechanical ventilation, but “natural” systems have also shown encouraging performances.

**Phase Change Material (PCM)**

PCM are suitable materials characterized by the fact that, at atmospheric pressure, they undergo a phase change in a range of temperatures around the ambient temperature. The basic principle is to exploit their considerable capacity of accumulating heat at temperatures close to their melting point. In fact, as long as the phase change is under way, heat is stored and released without any sensible temperature variation of the medium. This property can be used
as a means of increasing the thermal inertia (thermal mass) of the building components and, therefore, to smooth the cooling/heating loads. The energy storage capacity of PCM per unit mass is much greater than that of usual building materials, like concrete or brickwork. For this reason, PCM are often used in lightweight constructions. The adoption of PCM in the building construction allows for a better control of thermal flows and also increases the potential of exploiting solar energy.

In the following paragraphs the state-of the-art for these five different types of RBE will be presented and discussed. Analysis of the working principles, design criteria and typical application fields will be developed, highlighting the “claimed” benefits and limitations. Examples of application of RBE in existing buildings will be examined and barriers to their widespread application will also be discussed, focusing the attention on lack/availability of design tools and of experimental procedures to assess their performances. The main aim of this investigation is to make the point on RBE use and to highlight open questions and future research needs.
Chapter 4.1 Advanced Integrated Facades

Component description and examples of existing applications

Introduction
The collective term Advanced Integrated Façades (AIF) refers to the outer, weather-protecting layer of a building that contributes to heating, cooling, ventilation and lighting requirements and promotes interior comfort through efficient, energy-saving measures. An AIF should make use of natural renewable sources (solar energy, airflows or ground heat) and should also result from an “intelligent design” rather than just an assembly of “intelligent components”.

The concept of integrated design represents a change from a static envelope to one with a dynamic behaviour. The façade is then capable of adapting to changes in outdoor conditions in order to achieve indoor comfort requirements and reduce energy consumption. Therefore, the designer needs to have a good understanding of the performance that might be achieved. This information, which is application specific, may be obtained through simulations and tests.

From architectural and technical points of view, an AIF can be summarized as a responsive building element (RBE) that is in tune with both the physical and climatic conditions of a particular location. It is a building envelope that exhibits adaptive characteristics. The dynamic behaviour of an AIF provides the basic functions of shelter, security and privacy, while minimizing energy consumption. Being closely connected to the building energy and control systems, an AIF has to contribute to environmental sustainability and make the building a structure with climatic sensitivity.

Classification criteria
AIF classification is not a straightforward task due to the number of different and cumulative aspects to be considered. However double-skin façade (DSF) classification criteria can be used as a basis. Most common classifications consider the type of ventilation, the flow path and the system configuration as major items.

Type of ventilation
The driving force of the air flow within the cavity defines the type of ventilation. Types to be considered are: natural ventilation (NV), mechanical ventilation (MV), and hybrid ventilation (HV). Hybrid ventilation utilizes both natural and mechanical ventilation.

Flow path
The air flow path is a very important issue that is strongly associated with how the AIF is integrated into the building energy and control systems. Possible arrangements, shown in Fig. 1, are: exhaust air (EA), supply air (SA), reversible air flow (RAF), outdoor air curtain (OAC) and indoor air curtain (IAC).
Façade configuration

Façade configuration is based on the Belgium Building Research Institute’s (BBRI) classification for DSF, the most well-known and widely adopted in Europe. Modifications were made to this classification by merging some of the main characteristics with other classification systems. This proposed classification, represented schematically in Fig. 2, divides AIFs into transparent vertical façades (TVF) and other concepts including opaque vertical façades (OVF) and the Swindow (SW).

A brief review of the AIF configuration definitions is presented below.

- Climate wall (CW): merges the climate façade/climate window concepts, the difference between them being the existence or lack of a window division. A CW is characterized by an external double glazed pane, an internal single glazed pane or curtain, a MV connection to the building ventilation system, and a small gap (~10 mm) under the interior pane that allows air to flow into the cavity. This arrangement is similar to a box-window.
- Buffer (Bf): The still air within the cavity acts as a thermal buffer even if the cavity is connected to the outdoor air for pressure balance purposes.
- Box window (BW): The DSF is divided both vertically and horizontally, forming a box.
- Shaft box (SB): The SB has a similar configuration to the BW, except that the shaft box discharges exhaust air to a lateral building-height cavity.
• Corridor (C): This type of DSF is horizontally divided, forming a storey level corridor. Inlet and outlet openings are placed in such a way that the mixing of exhaust air and supply air to the above storey is avoided.

• Multi-storey (MS): A MS system is a DSF with no cavity partitions. Louvered façades are a particular case of MS, in which the external skin is composed of louvers that move from a closed to an open position. In the open position, they no longer act as a second skin.

• Swindow (SW): This is an opening developed for natural ventilation purposes with the capability of being integrated into the HVAC systems. The basic configuration consists of a horizontally pivoted window that is hinged just above mid-height. When opened, the weight of the window is balanced with a counterweight located at the top of the window. Different constructions with the same working principle are used for exhaust and supply modes.

**Examples of applications**

Within this state of the art review, a search was carried out in order to highlight how, where and how often different kinds of DSF/AIF are used in existing buildings. Over 200 buildings worldwide were found to be utilizing the DSF/AIF concept. It should be noted that it is not possible to assume that this search is exhaustive or to be certain that this figure is close to a final count, as can be inferred from the figures from Canada (1), Sweden (0), and the USA (5), for example.

**Geographic distribution**

The geographic distribution of the buildings that use DSF/AIF shows that a large fraction of buildings are located in Continental/Northern European countries (56.7%) and Japan (13.0%). In these countries the climate conditions are probably more suitable for the use of AIFs with cold winters and mild summers. However, as seen in a number of actual cases, habit and fashion may have a primary role in the choice of the building designer for the adoption of a DSF/AIF.

**Typologies and period**

At this moment it was not possible to obtain information concerning configuration, flow path or type of ventilation for some of the identified buildings. In some cases there is no information at all, while for others information for at least one of the typologies is missing. According to the proposed criteria, the most and least common solutions are:

- DSF/MS (47.0%) and Swindow configurations.
- Natural (58.1%) and hybrid ventilation.
- Outdoor air curtain (49.1%) and reversible air flow modes.

It is also interesting to note that in the period of major diffusion of DSF/AIF, the most common typologies were the multi-storey configuration, naturally ventilated systems, and the outdoor air curtain mode, Fig. 3. The first identified DSF building was built in 1967 at Cambridge University in the UK [Compagno, A (2002)]. The majority of DSF/AIF construction and retrofit occurred between 1995 and 2003 (80.1%).
Working Principles

Transparent ventilated façades
The working principle of a transparent ventilated façade is to use the air gap between the two glazed panes to reduce the thermal impact on the building environment. The air gap may use natural, mechanical or hybrid ventilation schemes, or simply act as a still air buffer. Figure 4 illustrates the window physics, showing the complexity and impact of solar radiation, conduction and convection on the airflow through the double-skin gap.

The main functions of the DSF are:
- to recover heat during cold season and/or preheat ventilation air,
• to improve the thermal insulation of the glazed system during both hot and cold seasons,
• to reduce solar loads and enhance natural lighting control without the drawback of the overheating of a solar shading device located in the indoor environment, and
• to extend the use of natural ventilation, particularly in the case of high rise buildings.

**Swindow**

There are two types of Swindows: air supply and exhaust. The Swindow is in the open position at 45° from vertical when the wind is calm. It then starts to move when the wind blows. The Swindow operates even in weak winds and provides unidirectional air flow in the supply or exhaust direction, while limiting surplus air flow.

**Opaque ventilated façades**

Opaque ventilated façades (OVF) are essentially Trombe walls that form a large solar collector when combined with an air space, insulated glazing and vents. Modern Trombe walls add vents to the top and bottom of the air gap between the glazing and the thermal mass. Heated air flows via convection into the building interior. The vents have one-way louvered that prevent convection at night, thereby making heat flow strongly directional. This kind of design is an isolated passive thermal collector. By moving the heat away from the collection surface, it greatly reduces thermal losses at night and improves overall heat gain. Generally, the vents to the interior are closed during summer months when heat gain is undesirable.

**Design Criteria**

An advanced integrated façade considers the combined use of several technical solutions in order to fulfil the design goals described above. A number of such technologies may be identified:

**Solar control**
- spectrally selective glazing
- simple and selective shading
- solar filters
- active and passive solar systems

**Lighting**
- sunlight and sky light redirection

**Ventilated façades**
- climate walls
- double-skin façades
- ventilated Trombe walls
- Swindows

This part of the state of the art report refers only to ventilated façades or, more specifically, to the ventilation and outdoor thermal load control aspects of an AIF.

**Sound insulation**

Undoubtedly an effective outcome of DSF is sound insulation. Acting as a protection wall, the external glazed pane reflects exterior sound. This significantly reduces interior noise
levels, even if the interior windows are open. Operable windows are possible with DSF when external noise levels are around 68-75 dB(A), conditions applicable to a wide range of inner city properties [Oesterle, et al (2001)]. However, noise produced indoors may be reflected back to the interior by the external pane (when interior windows are open), leading to the possible transmission of sound and information from room to room and floor to floor [Oesterle, et al (2001)].

**Energy**
When a designer wants to achieve energy savings, the use of DSF is one possible solution. However, figures from real buildings show very different values for yearly overall consumption. For instance, Lee (2002) reported the energy consumption for three German buildings with AIF/DSF. Values ranged from the excessive 433 kWh/m²-yr to 59.8 kWh/m²-yr when coupled with other innovative techniques. Energy savings may result from an increase in the use of daylighting in peripheral areas. Depending on the control scheme used, energy reductions between 38-52 Wh/m² may be achieved. Improved thermal behaviour can lead to a reduction in air conditioning use, while still achieving thermal comfort conditions. Comfort may also be improved, because the temperature of the inner glazing surfaces is closer to the indoor temperature. Although DSFs can save energy as compared with conventional solutions with full air conditioning, they may not be the best choice for every location.

**Wind action**
The wind-building interaction determines the building envelope pressure distribution, which has a significant effect on ventilation flows. In particular, it affects the natural ventilation strategies selected. Turbulent fluctuations are “dampened” by the DSF due to the combined effect of openings in the inner and outer panes in conjunction with the cavity, which acts as a buffer. This is of particular importance in high-rise buildings where gust loads may induce high peak pressure values [Oesterle, et al (2001)]. A major factor that influences façade pressure distribution is the building shape. DSF configuration can dramatically change cavity pressures when compared to an “unsheltered” envelope. This change in pressure values should be accounted for in order to properly evaluate wind loads on the external pane and the type of ventilation strategy to be used. Potential difficulties in manoeuvring doors or windows to the cavity may also be affected by such pressure values.

**Application field**
Although the state review did not yield a complete overview of the application field in which DSF/AIF have been used, it was possible to determine that less than 10% or about 20 of the identified buildings are not of the office type.

**Available Design Tools**
The ability to accurately estimate the energy performance of a DSF/AIF during the design process is essential. This may be achieved through the use of simulation tools that are able to model the façade, compare different solutions, and properly evaluate its behaviour in order to make educated design decisions.

Two important types of categories for simulation tools can be identified: component for thermal, energetic and lighting behaviour, and building for thermal behaviour of the whole
building, including the façades [BBRI (2002)]. Note that although the building simulation tools can model façades, they are not tailored to model DSF/AIF configurations.

The ideal simulation tool would accurately model the outdoor climate (temperature, humidity, wind and radiation), the DSF/AIF (glazed panes, shading devices, ventilation strategy, thermal properties), the building (physics, occupancy schedule, air conditioning system), the control system, and the interaction of all these variables simultaneously. Such a tool does not yet exist in a form that is ready for designers to use.

Research groups have developed a number of models that are able to simulate DSF/AIF with different levels of sophistication. These models were usually developed using commercial CFD based software.

Available Experimental Procedures
It was found that there are no standardized experimental procedures to test and evaluate DSF/AIF performance. Also, the availability and use of design tools is fragmented, and published results are limited to a number of examples of studies performed in different research centres with some field monitoring. Moreover, there is also a lack of knowledge about the type and definition of parameters to be used for the façade classification, like the U-value used for traditional glazed systems. The usual U-value, in fact, tends to be ineffective for ventilated façades and for some working conditions it loses its physical meaning.

Some experimental test rigs have been proposed and built for DSF/AIF testing. For instance, one example is that of PASLINK European Economic Interest Grouping (EEIG), a high quality network of outdoor test centres testing of advanced building components, supported by a data analysis and modelling group. Another case is presented by Shang-Shiou (2001) who proposed a protocol for DSF testing using a pair of twin test cells, one equipped with a NV-OAC window and the other equipped with a MV-IAC window.

Availability of Measured Performances
A complete, systematic set of experimental data is not available to researchers, designers and consultants. This is clearly a consequence of the fact that there are no standardised procedures for testing DSF/AIF, as mentioned in Section 6. Available measured performances are usually the result of “occasional” studies performed in the lab or results from field monitoring. Almost all the available data sets come from the research community.

A few measurement studies that were identified referred to both test facilities and real buildings. One example of a real building monitoring is the tests performed by the Politecnico di Torino on a climate window façade [Annex 44]. Results are usually reported over a typical time profile and highlight the heat fluxes through the façade component.

Availability of Simulated Performances
The situation concerning the availability of simulated performances is similar to that of the measured performances. There are no systematic and comprehensive data sets, and much of the data is collected for and used by researchers. The number of examples available in the literature is somewhat higher than that for the experimental studies, and a significant
number of tools were used that range from specially developed numeric schemes to commercially available tools. Performance simulations may be grouped into three categories: application examples of commercial tools, research simulations with no connection to any real building, and real building simulations.

**Claimed Benefits and Possible Limitations**

Major “claimed” benefits of DSF/AIF have already been described in previous sections. A detailed summary of the benefits and limitations is listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BENEFITS</th>
<th>LIMITATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acoustics</strong></td>
<td>Offers better acoustical insulation against outdoor noise. External pane openings may reduce noise insulation but usually not in a significant way. Room to room sound transmission (“telephone” effect) is possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Energy</strong></td>
<td>May act as a static or dynamic thermal buffer, reducing heating/cooling energy needs. Cavity heated air may be used as input for A/C units. High internal loads may require extra cooling energy, thus compensating the benefit of energy reduction. Sensitive to changes from design specification.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ventilation</strong></td>
<td>Improves the use of natural ventilation. Operable windows are allowed. Reduces cavity condensation. Mechanical ventilation HVAC systems may be needed to ensure thermal comfort. Pollutant dissemination is possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shading</strong></td>
<td>Various types of solar shading device are possible due to the weather and pollution protection offered by the external pane.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wind pressure</strong></td>
<td>Protects the inner pane from gusting and reduces static pressure in high-rise buildings. Reduces the difficulty of operating windows/doors. Cavity wind induced pressure depends on DSF/AIF configuration; certain zones of the façade may not be protective. Heavy wind loading is possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lighting</strong></td>
<td>Enables the installation of light redirecting elements. Improves the use of natural lighting with little thermal discomfort. Reduces the amount of daylight entering the building in comparison with single glazed façades.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fire safety</strong></td>
<td>The exterior glazing layer reduces the ability for smoke ventilation, and the air gap increases the risk of fire/smoke spreading among floors or rooms. Reduces the ability of fire fighters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Future Perspectives
An inquiry to designers presented in [Lee, E. et al (2001)] shows that the main reason to adopt AIF solutions is not “fashion” but the improvement in energy management towards consumption reduction and indoor comfort.

To prepare for the future, the building sector has to be much less energy demanding. It also has to be fully adaptive to the local climate, environmentally sustainable and cost effective. Within this framework, as stated by Wigginton and Harris (2002), the façade will be one of the principal elements in the buildings of the future.

To fulfil such a challenge there is a need for team work from the onset of building design. Architects and engineers must educate investors and owners for decision making and occupants for use on the advantages of integrated solutions. For AIF solutions designers need guidelines in the form of simplified tools, standards and regulations, updated and more reliable tools for more advanced design stages, and specific benchmarks (as could possibly be the outcome of the EU BESTFACADE programme).

Barriers to Application
Barriers to DSF/AIF implementation mainly arise from several factors, the most significant being: costs, fire standards and regulations, construction regulations and laws, and lack of knowledge and lack of design tools.

Open questions and future research work to be done
From Table 1 it is possible to see that there are several drawbacks to using AIF/DSF in a building. Furthermore, many of the available results obtained from field measurements point out that DSFs frequently performed worse than expected.

Rather than indicating that the technology is not beneficial, this may be a reflection of an incorrect design and/or integration with the building and the HVAC system. Such an
explanation has been substantiated by studies of the performance of existing ventilated facades.

It can be said that the technology is promising but that it is still quite young. Therefore such RBEs as DSF/AIFs need further development before their performances become satisfactory.
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Chapter 4.2  Thermal Mass Activation (TMA)

Component description and example of existing applications

**Passive Utilization of the Thermal Mass**
Thermal mass is defined as the mass of the building construction that has the ability to store thermal energy. Therefore, thermal mass offers the engineers or architects a powerful opportunity to manage energy flows in the building efficiently. Historically, there have been many successful passive thermal mass techniques used in buildings. These applications included passive cooling systems, such as night flush cooling and earth cooling, thermal storage heating system or passive solar heating system, for example, Chinese Kang in northern China or Ondol – traditional Korean under floor heating system.

**Description of the component types:**
According to its location, there are two basic types of thermal mass (Li and Xu, 2006), i.e. external and internal. The external thermal mass (walls, roofs, etc.) is directly exposed to ambient temperature variation. The internal thermal mass (furniture and purpose-built internal concrete partitions) is exposed to indoor air temperature. The thermal mass can be passively used both in residential and commercial (office) buildings. Technical solutions are commercially available.

**Thermo Active Building Systems (TABS)**
Active building components are thermally heavy parts of the building construction (walls, ceilings, floors), which are equipped with ducts for circulation of air or embedded pipes for circulation of water (Meierhans, 1993 and 1996). Circulation of the heat transfer media activates the thermal mass of the slab, which has not only a direct heating or cooling effect, but also reduces the peak load and transfers it outside the period of occupancy (loads can be removed with lower expenses – night electricity tariff, etc.). Because temperature of heat transfer media is kept close to room temperature, the efficiency of heat pumps, ground heat exchangers and other systems using renewable energy sources is increased when coupled with TABS.

**Description of the component types:**
Airborne systems: The cavities are used to circulate air through the concrete slabs (Figure 1a). The circulated air can be also used as supply air to the premises. Water based systems: Pipes are commonly installed in the centre of concrete slab between the reinforcements (Figure 1b). Usual diameter of the pipes varies between 17 and 20 mm. The distance between pipes is within the range 150 - 200 mm. Both air and water based components are commercially available and particularly suitable for multi storey buildings.

**Working principles**

**Passive Utilization of the Thermal Mass**
Two important thermal properties of the building construction/materials should be considered when thermal mass is to be passively utilized. It is the heat capacity by volume and the heat-absorption rate. The first determines the ability of the materials to store thermal energy, and
the second determines the ability of the element/part of the building construction to adsorb the thermal energy. The combined convective and radiant heat transfer coefficient and the surface area of the thermal mass determine the rate of heat transfer between the thermal mass element and the air. The time delay between maximum/minimum external and internal temperature is called the time lag. The surface area of the thermal mass is a crucial design parameter. The heat penetration through the thermal mass body is by the heat conduction, and the penetration depth is limited by the diffusivity of the material during one cycle (Li and Xu, 2006). There are generally two systems (CIBSE, 2001): Direct interaction system – the thermal mass directly exposed to the indoor air. Both convection and radiation play roles in heat transfer (Figure 2a). Indirect interaction system – the ambient air passes through floor voids, cores and air paths. Convective heat transfer is the main heat transfer mode (Figure 2b).

Thermo Active Building Systems
Technologically, the design of thermo active components is based on the characteristics of other radiant systems: distance, diameter of pipes, thickness of the concrete layer, position of the pipes inside the concrete, supply water temperature and water mass flow rate. Besides the direct cooling and/or heating capacity, the TABS have also the thermal storage effect - the peak load during the day will be stored and removed by cooling during the night. Thermo active components have a large radiant part in the heat transfer between heated/cooled surface and room (Olesen et. al., 2000). Influence of both convection and radiation can be expressed by means of combined heat transfer coefficient. The response time of the system is rather long due to its high thermal mass. Therefore, an individual room control is not reasonable, but a zone control (south – north) is often suitable solution. Small difference between heated/cooled surfaces (supply water) and the ambient temperature results in a significant degree of self-control effect, because a small change in this temperature difference will influence the heat transfer between the cooled/heated surface and the space significantly. In order to avoid condensation, the water temperature or the surface temperature and the absolute humidity should be controlled (surface temperature should be maintained above the dew-point of the ambient air for all operational conditions).
Application field

**Passive Utilization of the Thermal Mass**
In general the application has been found to be particularly suitable for climates with big diurnal temperature variation. Cooling by night-time ventilation, one of the most efficient applications of thermal mass, can be used if night temperatures are low enough to release heat from the building’s thermal mass.

**Thermo Active Building Systems**
Most of the component applications can be observed in moderate climatic zones. Installations in cold climatic zones are limited mainly by heating capacity of the system. Using the systems in hot and humid climate is limited by need to avoid condensation. Utilization of the thermally activated components effectively reduces the size of the ventilation system. It is not designed to extract cooling loads or heat the building but only supply fresh air for the occupants.

Available design tools

**Passive Utilization of the Thermal Mass**
A large number of previous studies and computational methods on thermal mass were reviewed (Balaras, 1996). Li and Yam (2004) proposed a new concept of virtual sphere method for effective thermal mass design. The idea is to lump up the mass elements into a virtual solid sphere with the radius determined from some significant dimensions of the mass (e.g. volume and surface area). Utilization of more complex tools (simulation codes) often requires a great amount of input information, but provide highly accurate results. Some of them are well-known software packages available on the market, for example ESP and TRNSYS.

**Thermo Active Building Systems**
Commercially available building simulation programs can be used to determine behaviour of the system when installed in a particular building. Available capacity of the system, distributions of indoor temperatures and thermal comfort indices can be also evaluated. For dynamic simulation of the entire system with embedded pipes acting together with the building construction, a validated model for a floor heating system and concrete core conditioning provided as a module of simulation program TRNSYS can be used (Schmidt et al., 2000).

Available experimental procedure to assess element performances

No available experimental procedure was identified for passively used thermal mass. Moreover, an experimental testing is not practically done and necessary also in case of TABS. For testing and predicting of the operational behaviour of TABS, it is more efficient to use mathematical models (simulations) based on FEM/FDM to evaluate performance of the planned system.

A new methodology called dynamic thermal networks is being developed by Claesson (2003). It deals with the factors that influence a dynamic heat loss/gain calculation, such as choice of materials and whole building design strategy. The theory is based on step-response functions. The relations between boundary heat fluxes and boundary temperatures for any time-dependent heat conduction process in a solid material are represented as an ordinary thermal
network. However a new absorptive component had been introduced at each node or surface. This way the building thermal memory effect is accounted for by the use of certain averages of preceding boundary temperatures.

Availability of measured performances (labs. and field measurements)

**Passive Utilization of the Thermal Mass**
Givoni (1998) tested the effectiveness of thermal mass and night ventilation in lowering the indoor air temperature during daytime. It was found that, for building with light construction, night ventilation had only a very small effect on reducing indoor maximum temperatures. However, it was very effective to lower indoor maximum temperatures for the building with high thermal mass (heavy construction).

**Thermo Active Building Systems**
De Carli and Olesen (2001) measured thermal environment parameters in four buildings heated or cooled by hydronic radiant systems. Buildings with the following systems were examined: (a) wall-floor-ceiling heating-cooling system (light structure building), (b) floor heating-cooling system, and, (c) active thermal slab system with pipes embedded in the deck. Results of the measurements showed that operative temperature was most of the time within the range 22 – 24 °C and observed temperature ramps did not exceed 0.5 K/h during the occupation period.

Availability of simulated performances

**Passive Utilization of the Thermal Mass**
Goodwin and Catani (1979) investigated the effect of thermal mass on cooling load and on insulation requirements in different climates. Three types of buildings were selected to study the relationship between mass and cooling load. The results showed that adding insulation to walls can increase the cooling load while the mass is effective in reducing cooling load. By using the ESP program, the simulations on the role of thermal mass effects in Greek buildings were carried out (Argirious, 1992). The annual cooling load per square meter of floor area was shown to be a function of the effective thermal mass. And the reduction of cooling load is significant up to thermal mass approaching a particular value.

**Thermo Active Building Systems**
In the study by Meierhans (1993), a system with embedded pipes for heating and cooling was introduced in the slab constructions of office buildings. Results in the form of simulations (compare to the measurements) were presented for an office building in Horgen, Switzerland. The results indicated that the indoor temperature was kept at an acceptable range even during very hot outdoor conditions. Computer simulations of heating/cooling system with pipes embedded in the concrete slabs between the floors in a multi-storey building were conducted by Hauser et al. (2000). The results showed a significant improvement of thermal comfort by reducing the annual maximum operative temperature by 10 K (39°C - 29°C) compared to no cooling.

Claimed benefits

- Due to the utilization of the thermal mass, cooling and heating loads can be reduced and shifted to off-peak hours.
The temperature of the cooling/heating water can be close to desired room temperature. This means high potential for using renewable energy sources (heat pumps, ground heat exchangers etc.), which can operate with high efficiency.

The cooling system does not have to be designed to cover the maximum heat load. This leads to reduction of the refrigeration equipment or even to its omission.

Peak loads from the daytime can be removed during the nighttime when the prices of electricity are lower. This leads to lower operation costs.

Night-time ventilation can be used to cover or reduce cooling loads.

As the ventilation systems only have to be sized for the ventilation rate needed for acceptable indoor air quality, ducts can be much smaller and a suspended ceiling is not needed.

The avoidance of suspended ceilings has the big advantage of reducing the total building height, resulting in significant savings on construction costs and materials used.

Using surface heating/cooling creates safe and comfortable indoor environment (more space in the rooms, no danger of burns, less dust in the indoor air).

Future perspectives

The technology of the thermal mass utilization, both passive and active is very well developed today. Systems are commercially available. Future development will focus on simplification of the system on-site construction. This requires higher level of prefabrication. There are several studies showing the use of TABS together with Phase Change Materials (PCM) integrated in building constructions (walls). This approach can be mainly applied for lightweight structure buildings and retrofits. Additional PCM layer of approx. 50 mm has the same thermal capacity as 300mm thick concrete wall (Koschenz and Lehmann 2000).

Barriers to application

- The effect of passive utilization of the thermal mass is dependent on the climate context.
- The thermal properties of the passively used thermal mass elements and surrounding environment should be considered to exert its storage ability. The surface area of the element needs to be sufficiently large to ensure sufficient heat transfer rate.
- TABS are suitable for buildings with low heat/cooling loads (40 – 50 W/m²). High thermal insulation of the building envelope and proper solar shading is necessary.
- There should be a balance between heating losses and cooling loads, so that the system can work optimally (the same heat exchange surface is used for both cooling and heating).
- Without suspended ceiling, the acoustical requirements must be solved in other ways.
- Buildings with thermo active components cannot be expected to keep a fixed temperature. Further research is needed to evaluate occupant responses to the temperature drifts and the influence of these drifts on the performance of office work.
- Individual control of the indoor thermal parameters is possible only when additional air-conditioning/heating system is used.
- High standard of building construction management is needed.
- Optimization of the system, based on the experience, measurements and simulations, is needed in the beginning of the operation.
Limitations

- Heating/cooling capacity of the system is approximately 40 – 50 W/m². In buildings with higher need additional systems are necessary.
- Individual control is not possible. Building can be divided into zones.
- Non-steady indoor environment – operative temperature drifts can be expected.
- Suspended ceilings should not be used, acoustic problems and lighting installations need careful design.
- During the heating period, there is a risk of cold downdraft at windows, which may be solved by the design of windows with glazing U-factors less than 1.2 W/(m² K), or with additional heating in the perimeter area.
- Regarding the cooling period, the control of humidity may limit the cooling capacity of the radiant system.

Open questions and future research work to be done

- Improved modelling algorithms in building energy simulation codes are required to be able to sufficiently predict convective heat transfer between passive thermal mass components and room air.
- Combination of the TABS with other responsible building elements (PCM) should be studied.
- The relationship between drifting operative temperature and human thermal sensation, prevalence of SBS symptoms and performance should be properly defined.
- Optimization algorithms based on measurements and simulations should be further studied.
- TABS should be tested using different renewable energy sources (solar and geothermal energy, waste heat from industrial processes etc.).
- Comparison of different system combinations should not focus only on energy issues. The construction and running costs of building and system, comfort and productivity of the occupants and the environmental impact must also be considered. Also first costs (including installation) and running costs (including maintenance) during the lifetime of the building should be taken into account.
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Chapter 4.3 Dynamic Insulation Systems

Component description and example of existing application

The concept of dynamic insulation (DI) is to effectively use the combination of conventional insulation and heat exchange characteristics of a wall to pre-heat outdoor air for ventilation. It is regarded as one possible method for reducing building envelope heat losses while achieving better indoor air quality. The existing technology of dynamic insulation can be divided into two categories: the design using cavities to circulate the fluid (mostly air) in the wall, and the design of the breathing wall, which let the air transfer through the permeable insulation. Currently the research and application of dynamic insulation system focus on the latter. In this kind of structure, the interaction of air and solid phase acts as a contra-flux mode heat exchanger.

The dynamic insulated wall component usually consists of the external envelope sub-layer, the dynamic insulation sub-layer, and an air gap to separate these two sub-layers. The external envelope sub-layer could be a prefabricated reinforced concrete slab, or a profiled metal sheet. The ventilation air can be introduced from the bottom or top of the external envelope sub-layer. The dynamic insulation sub-layer may consist of layers of breathing materials, such as compressed straw board, mineral wool and thin paperboard, or cellulose fiber insulation. These breathing materials let the air enter the room due to a pressure difference between indoor and outdoor environment.

For the internal surface of the dynamic insulated wall, problems might exist with the use of a permeable wall liner. Air impermeable materials, such as plasterboard, have therefore been used. The air is drawn through the dynamic insulation sub-layer into a cavity behind the plasterboard. From there it is distributed into the room through vents.

Specific technologies have also applied to assure the uniform airflow and hence one-dimensional heat transfer through the wall. For example, for the construction that air comes into the wall from the bottom of the external layer, the lower part of the wall is constructed of having a higher air resistance. The indoor-outdoor pressure difference which assures the inward air flow through the dynamic insulation can be normally achieved by means of a fan.

Solar energy or heat recovery devices such as heat pump or heat pipe unit can be considered in the design to increase the performance of dynamic insulation component.

Working principles

In dynamic insulation, as air is intensively drawn through the building envelope to reduce the conduction heat loss, the airflow has a significant effect on the overall thermal performance of the building envelope. Assuming a uniform air flow, heat transfer in the dynamic insulation can be described using the 1-D steady-state model as follows:
\[
k \frac{d^2 T(x)}{dx^2} - u \rho_a C_p \frac{dT(x)}{dx} = 0
\]

Where,
\( k \) - The thermal conductivity of the wall material (W/m K)
\( T \) - The temperature (K)
\( \rho_a \) - The density of air (kg/m\(^3\))
\( u \) - The air velocity (m/s)
\( C_p \) - The heat capacity of air (J/kg K)

Assuming a constant temperature boundary condition for the indoor and outdoor environment, the following dynamic \( U \)-value can be derived to represent the overall heat loss (conductive and infiltration):

\[
U_{\text{dyn}} = \frac{u \rho_a C_p}{e^{-\frac{u \rho_a C_p L}{k}} - 1}
\]

Where \( L \) is the insulation thickness (m). It is clear that the dynamic \( U \)-value is a function of the air velocity, or, more exactly, the \( Pe \) number

\[
Pe = \frac{u \rho_a C_p L}{k},
\]

and the heat exchange efficiency of the dynamic insulation can be represented as

\[
\eta = \frac{U_{\text{static}} - U_{\text{dyn}}}{\rho u C_p}.
\]

Where \( U_{\text{static}} \) is the \( U \)-value at the static condition (W/m\(^2\)K).

Therefore the dynamic \( U \)-value can be regarded as a characteristic of the heat exchange performance of dynamic insulation. Figure 1 illustrates the dynamic \( U \)-value as a function of the airflow rate, for cellulose insulation with a thickness of 0.1m and 0.2m, respectively. It can be seen that \( U_{\text{dyn}} \) decreases with the airflow rate. It also can be noticed that the difference of \( U_{\text{dyn}} \) under the two thickness conditions decreases with the airflow rate, though the 0.2m insulation has a lower dynamic \( U \)-value.

The dynamic \( U \)-value only accounts for the conductive heat loss at the exterior surface. For the overall thermal performance of the dynamic insulation, the conductive and ventilation heat loss need to be considered. With the increase of airflow rate, the dynamic \( U \)-value tends to approach zero; however, the ventilation loss increases and becomes the dominating factor of the energy consumption.

Numerical investigations have been carried out on the thermal performance of the dynamic insulation. The results show that heat exchange in the dynamic insulation is first determined by the airflow rate, with the secondary influence of airflow path length and configuration. However, the influence of porosity, indoor and outdoor temperature difference, and convective heat transfer coefficient of the boundary condition, is not significant.
Thus, the key principle of dynamic insulation is to determine the insulation thickness and assure the range of airflow rate. On the one hand, to supply adequate outdoor air, promote the heat exchange between air and insulation, and to decrease the risk of condensation; the airflow rate should not be too slow. On the other hand, if the incoming air is not pre-heated before it enters the dynamic insulation, and its temperature is equal to the outdoor temperature, then the energy consumption of the building increases with airflow rate.

![Fig 1 Variation of dynamic U-value](image)

**Application field**

The dynamic insulation has the potential to be implemented in most climate conditions. The ideal type of building for implementation of dynamic insulation is the place that more fresh air is preferred, for example, swimming pools and hospitals. Concerning the energy consumption, it can be used in both business and residential buildings, though it may be more appropriate for small detached buildings.

**Available design tools**

Until now, no special design tools for the design of dynamic insulated wall have been reported. However, concerning the thermal performance, some commonly used building energy analysis tools, such as TRNSYS, can be modified to incorporate dynamic insulation elements. This can be carried out based on the steady-state analytical model, and applying the dynamic-$U$ value to calculate the conductive heat loss.
Available experimental procedure to assess element performances

To measure the thermal performance of a dynamic insulation element, a special test cell needs to be designed and constructed. Investigations have been conducted using full scale test cells under outdoor climate conditions. The impact of ventilation rate and solar radiation, etc on the performance of a dynamic wall has been discussed, and the hourly variation of internal-external surface temperature difference and conductive heat flux at the internal surface has been reported.

Claimed benefits

“Claimed” benefits of applying the dynamic insulation in the building include: (1) Less energy is required to maintain an indoor air temperature, thus the operating costs for space heating and cooling are reduced; (2) The construction cost can be reduced as low heat loss can be achieved by using a thin dynamic insulated wall; (3) Cost of supplying and installing ventilation ducts can also be saved as the dynamic insulated wall becomes the air supplying ventilator; (4) Meanwhile, working as an air filter, dynamic insulation can remove airborne particulate pollution from the ventilation air.

Future perspectives

Future aspects of the dynamic insulation focus on the further development of the simulation model. Research is needed to evaluate the thermal performance of the dynamic insulation by using a coupled heat and moisture transfer model, and to find out the appropriate method to avoid the occurrence of condensation. Besides, radiation needs to be included in the numerical simulation.

Barriers to application

Barriers of the dynamic insulation mainly come from: (1) The guideline for dynamic insulated wall design is not well developed; (2) The impacts of dynamic insulation on the requirements of building regulations and standards have not been investigated; (3) The property of materials concerning the air permeability and water vapor permeability is not accessible to some designers; (4) Building designers are still unfamiliar with the concept of dynamic insulation, and it may take a long time for them to recognize the advantage of this technique and implementing it in their designs.

Limitations

Limitations exist concerning performances of the dynamic insulation. From point of view of the thermal performance, the simulation results shows that the overall energy saving is generally about 10%. This is not very attractive if considering the additional electrical energy consumption by the fan.
Open questions and future research work to be done

Other concerns are also related with the application of dynamic insulation. First, investigation on thermal comfort in the room needs to be further studied. Second, efforts should be made to combine the dynamic insulation with natural ventilation, or mixed ventilation, taking the advantage of pressure gradient by wind and stack effect. Finally, the implementation of the technology might be more promising if new design protocols can be developed to make the system work more effectively.
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Chapter 4.4 Phase Change Materials (PCM)

Component Description and Example of Existing Applications

The use of PCM (Phase Change Materials) in the construction field is aimed at being a solution for monitoring of thermal fluxes and exploitation of solar energy by using its enormous capacity for accumulating latent heat around temperatures close to its melting point. In fact, by exploiting their latent heat of fusion, and to a lower extent, their specific heat, these materials act as heat accumulators by absorbing and discharging heat while keeping their temperature unaltered and thus avoiding the overheating of the elements they are contained in.

Classification of PCM

A large number of PCMs are known to melt with a heat of fusion in the required range. PCMs are categorized as Organic, Inorganic and Eutectic materials.

Organic materials are further described as paraffin and non-paraffins. Organic materials include congruent melting, self-nucleation and usually non-corrosiveness to the container material. Commonly used organic PCMs for heating and cooling in buildings falling in the range of 20–32 °C with their melting point and latent heat of fusion are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Organic and inorganic substances potentially utilisable as PCM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organic compound</th>
<th>Melting point [°C]</th>
<th>Heat of fusion [kJ/kg]</th>
<th>Inorganic compound</th>
<th>Melting point [°C]</th>
<th>Heat of fusion [kJ/kg]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Butyl stearate</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>KF·4H2O</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraffin C16–C18</td>
<td>20-22</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>Mn(NO3)2·6H2O</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>125.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-Dodecanol</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>CaCl2·6H2O</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>190.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraffin C18 (45–55%)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>LiNO3·3H2O</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinyl stearate</td>
<td>27-29</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>Na2SO4·10H2O</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capric acid</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>152.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Inorganic materials are further classified as salt hydrate and metallics. Inorganic compounds have a high latent heat per unit mass and volumes have low cost if compared to organic compounds and are fireproof. However they suffer from decomposition and super-cooling which further can affect their phase change properties. The commonly used inorganic PCMs in the range of 20–32°C are listed in Table 1.

An eutectic is a minimum-melting composition of two or more components, each of which melts and freeze congruently forming a mixture of the component crystals during crystallization.

**Properties of PCMs**
PCM to be used in the design of thermal storage systems should own desirable thermophysical, kinetic and chemical properties, which are recommended as follows.

**Thermophysical properties**
- Melting temperature in the desired operating temperature range.
- High latent heat of fusion per unit volume so that a smaller volume for the container to store a given amount of energy is required.
- High specific heat to provide additional significant sensible heat storage.
- High thermal conductivity of both solid and liquid phases to assist the charging and discharging energy of the storage system.
- Small volume increment on phase transformation and small vapour pressure at operating temperature to reduce the containment problem.
- Congruent melting of the phase change material for a constant storage capacity of the material with each freezing/melting cycle.

**Kinetic properties**
- High nucleation rate to avoid super cooling of the liquid phase.
- High rate of crystal growth, so that the system can meet the demand of heat recovery from the storage system.

**Chemical properties**
- Complete reversible freezing/melting cycle.
- No degradation after a large number of freezing/melting cycles.
- No corrosiveness to the construction materials.
- Non-toxic, fireproof and non-explosive material for safety.

**Building applications**
Particularly in warm climates, houses are frequently built using lightweight construction materials, which do not provide sufficient thermal mass for storage of heat. These houses are therefore overheated during daytime, but rapidly cool down at night. In order to compensate these fluctuations in temperature, the air conditioning is used during the day and a heating system in the evening.

The Integration of Phase Change Materials into building fabrics is considered to be one of the potential and effective ways of minimising energy-consumption and CO2-emissions in the building sector.
Wall applications
A PCM layer can be placed within wall constructions to increase the thermal mass of houses. This will ensure that the thermal energy created by solar radiation is stored in the walls during daytime and then released to the room, when the ambient temperature has dropped or released outside the building. As a result, the room temperature will, in general, be more comfortable and less switched, and energy consumption for both air conditioning and heating will decrease.

In the market there are many solutions for walls with the use of one PCM layer, which are described in the following. In this technological solution, a layer of salt crystals stores the heat of the incoming sunlight and transfers this to the interior if required. A prismatic glass that is also included lets the incoming sunlight pass through it only if it is at a shallow irradiation angle (i.e. in winter), thus protecting the interior from overheating. In this way, a component is created that not only uses and stores the power from the sun, but simultaneously provides protection against it. Or, to put it in a nutshell: a component that stores, heats and cools. In the same place, at the right time.

![fig. 2: Wall application (GlassX, Rubitherm, BASF)](image)

Thin-layered latent heat fibre boards or a bulk material, such as latent heat granulate, can be placed within wall constructions to increase the thermal mass of the house. This will ensure that the thermal energy created by solar radiation is stored in the walls during daytime and then released to the room in the evening, when the ambient temperature has dropped. As a result, the room temperature will, in general, be more comfortable and less switched, and energy consumption for both air conditioning and heating will decrease.

The PCM plaster is applied like conventional plaster. The thinness of the coating and its low weight combined with a high thermal storage capacity are particularly advantageous in renovation projects. The capillary tube mats, which are visible on the ceiling, can be connected to any type of cooling source, such as an evaporative cooling tower or underground water.

The closely spaced capillary tubes, through which water is pumped, provide very good thermal coupling to the surrounding plaster. Thus, the ceiling can be cooled quickly, even if the temperature differences are only small. This feature, and the thinness of the plaster coating enable the system to react quickly compared to e.g. conventional cooling ceilings, despite the high thermal storage capacity of PCM.

Underfloor applications
The internal surfaces when are directly irradiated, incline, in particular if built with lightweight technologies, to be overheated. The application of PCM in floor stratifications or in underfloor heating and cooling systems can avoid or reduce this problem, stabilize the surface temperature in a range close to the melting temperature. Also if the air temperature is higher then the temperature of the surface and the PCM, they absorb heat form the internal environment, lowering the internal temperature of air. The energy that is stored in the day can
be easily removed, if necessary, by a hydraulic system, or for used for heating the building in the night. In the winter the PCM avoid or reduce the temperature oscillation due to switch of the heating system and if directly irradiated by sunlight, exploit the solar energy for heating. Another application of PCM in building components is in a electric floor-heating system. In this case the floor-heating system stores heat at night, when electricity rates are low, and discharges it during the day.

![fig.3: Underfloor heating and cooling system (Rubitherm GmbH, SUMIKA).](image)

**Working Principles**

PCM are “latent” heat storage materials. They use chemical bonds to store and release heat. The thermal energy absorption and release occur when a material changes from solid to liquid, or liquid to solid. This is called a change in state or phase. PCM, having melting temperature between 20 and 36 °C, were used/recommended for thermal storage in conjunction with both passive storage and active solar storage for heating and cooling in buildings.

When a solid PCM is heated up and reaches its melting point, it goes through a phase change, from solid to liquid. During this process the material absorbs a certain amount of heat, known as melting enthalpy. Despite the heat input, the temperature of the material holds at a relatively constant temperature, even though phase change is taking place. Thus we speak of latent (concealed) heat having been taken up by the material. Equally, when the phase change process is reversed, that is from liquid to solid, the stored latent heat is released, again at a nearly constant temperature. Unlike sensible storage materials, such as water, masonry or rocks, PCM stores much more heat per unit volume and another key advantage with the use of a PCM is that heat storage and its recovery occurs isothermally, which makes them ideal for space heating/cooling applications. A smaller amount of the heat storage capacity (depending on the temperature difference) consists of sensible heat.

**Behaviour of a PCM inserting in a dry wall façade**

The aim of application of a PCM layer in an external wall is the control of the heat flux, the temperature of the components and internal environment, and the utilization of solar energy for heating buildings. The control of the heat flux is made by changing the thermal inertia and storage capacity of these components, without an important change of the thermal resistance of the wall. The elevate thermal inertia in a range of temperature close to the point of fusion of the PCM reduce the temperature oscillation of the components, avoiding the overheating, the temperature and flux peak, typical in the day and night in the summer seasons. Also the effect of the application of the PCM layer is a shifting of the flux peak, in the cool hours of the day.

In the winter it is possible to use PCM as a solar heating storage system to capture solar energy and release heat in the internal environment of the building, reducing the use of heating systems and not renewable energy.
**Behaviour of a PCM inserting in underfloor heating and cooling system**

One of the possible uses that was figured out for the PCM blanket is an underfloor application, integrated to a radiant heating or cooling system. In this sense, the blanket would replace the thermal mass traditionally obtained through concrete elements, giving the added benefit of being able to design both the operating temperature of the system and its thermal capacity according to the specific situation.

The technical solution is made up of two layers formed by the PCM blanket with water pipes embedded between them in order to enhance heat exchange between the surface of the pipes and the PCM contained in the pouches. The upper surface is then made smooth through a thin self-levelling screed, where the floor material can be laid.

The basic idea was to maintain the floor at an about fixed constant temperature: that of the melting point of PCM contained in the blanket. In summer, the floor heats up, because of the radiation from the sun entering the windows, but when it reaches the melting temperature the phase change process begins. Then, the energy gained from the sun is used in latent form, while the temperature of the PCM layer remains constant. If the melting temperature is accurately chosen, during the phase change process the floor works as a radiant surface at a comfortable temperature for the users of the building. Most of the energy coming from the sun is thus used for PCM melting instead of increasing the air temperature inside the building. When PCM’s are completely melted, or night has fallen, cool water circulating in the floor is used to activate the inverse process of solidification (discharging of the PCM layer by taking latent heat away). In this way, the PCM element is ready for another storage cycle, be it the same day or the next morning. If the melting temperature is well chosen, a similar strategy can be used also in winter, with hot water used to warm up PCM’s, which then release heat to the internal environment.

**Behaviour of an air exchanger with PCM**

In modern buildings greater use of it is increasing the risk of overheating in the summer. The application of a air exchanger having a latent thermal mass provides a low cost passive environmental solution to avoid the need to resort to air conditioning. This application uses the thermal mass of a building to store cooling introduced at night by circulating relatively cool ambient air through the building - “night cooling”. This stored cooling is then released by circulating air the next day to offset heat gains and limit internal temperature rises.

![fig. 4: Air conditioning system based on thermal energy storage in building structure, night and day behaviour.](image)

**Application Fields**

The development of an energy storage system may be one of the solutions to the problem when electricity supply and demand are out of phase. A building integrated with distributed thermal storage materials could shift most of the load coming from residential air conditioners from peak to off peak time periods. As a result, capital investment in peak power generation equipment could be greatly reduced for power utilities and then could be reflected in less expensive service to customers. Where power utilities are offering time of day rates,
building integrated thermal storage would enable customers to take advantage of lower utility rates during off peak hours. There are some studies that have examined the shifting of heating and cooling loads to off peak times of the electrical utility but did not reach general conclusions regarding optimal PCM properties. Their analysis looked at potential applications of PCM wallboard as a load management device for passive solar applications and found out that it saved energy with reasonable pay back time periods.

Available Design Tools
Nowadays, there are different commercial programs for the thermal simulation of buildings: EnergyPlus, TRNSYS15, ESP-r, RADCOOL, DOE-2, IDA-ICE3, HVACSim, CLIM2000, and many others. Although all the possibilities of these programs, none of them have modules that allow direct simulation of the effect of adding a PCM in a wall or window. While analytical models of several PCM building elements are available, very few authors have worked on the simulation of the effect of PCM in buildings using whole thermal building simulation programs.

Available Experimental Procedure to Assess Element Performances
A procedure to validate a finite element algorithm for the simulation of a two dimensional problems of heat transfer with Phase Change, comparing the numerical results with the experimental ones deriving from tests carried out on two different kinds of PCM containing panels is described.

In this tests four prototypes of ready-made PCM containing panels were tested (two of them used to validate the numerical finite element method for design purposes) in a climatic chamber, capable of simulating several kinds of outdoor and indoor environmental conditions, aimed at evaluating their energetic performances, which make them suitable for use in different climatic contexts or in different elements of buildings.

The numerical model was used for the simulation of prototypes. A finite element algorithm was used to describe the two-dimensional thermal conduction phenomenon which occurs within the PCM containing panels. For the aims of the work, the procedure was integrated in the COSMOS/M software.

Claimed Benefit
Energy storage in the walls, ceiling and floor of buildings may be enhanced by utilising Phase Change Materials. PCM can absorb solar energy at daytime while PCM changes from solid to liquid, and releases the energy and freezes back to solid when the room temperature falls down at evening. Therefore, the human comfort level can be increased by using PCM to lower indoor air temperature fluctuation and maintain the indoor air temperature to the desired range for a longer period. The use of PCM (Phase Change Materials) in the construction field aims to be a solution for the control of thermal flows and the exploiting solar energy by using its enormous capacity for accumulating heat around temperatures close to its melting point.

Future Perspectives, Barriers, Open Questions
The possibility to use PCM in the building industry can be realistic if its performance in time can be stabilized in order to control them and keep them unchanged.

The main problems encountered have to do with the determination of the characteristics of the PCM layer (thickness and melting point).
The choice of the stratification and functional model, considering the climate contest, type of building and the orientation of the wall surface is very important for having a desiderated performances of the PCM.

Furthermore the application of the phase change materials are subject to two fundamental restrictions: firstly, the heat transfer between the air and the wall limits the maximum storage power within a day/night cycle; secondly, the application is fully dependent on the outdoor temperature of the night air as a heat sink. In some building types or under certain climatic conditions, these restrictions appreciably limit the applicability of such materials.

An important limitation of the use of some kind of PCM, for example the inorganic hydrates salt is the durability of these substances. The principle problem attributed to these salts, but on the other hand to hydrate salts as well, lies in performance loss with repeated thermal cycles, which entails a substantial lowering of their storage and discharge capacity during phase change. In order to do so we must first and foremost observe and evaluates all the phenomenon which determine their loss of storage capacity and deterioration in time.
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Chapter 4.5  Earth-to-Air Heat Exchangers

Component Description
An Earth-to-Air Heat Exchanger (ETAHE) ventilates air to the indoor environment through one or several horizontally buried ducts. In this way, the ground’s large thermal capacity and relatively stable temperatures are used to preheat or pre-cool the air, resulting in energy savings for the building. Most existing ETAHE systems are installed in mechanically ventilated buildings, in which electrical fans provide the airflow driving force and the buried ducts are of small diameter. Recently, to reduce the airflow resistance in an ETAHE as well as the related fan energy consumption, some hybrid ventilated buildings have adopted very large cross-sectional ducts. The integration of ETAHE and hybrid ventilation is regarded as a new approach to improve building energy efficiency.

Working Principles
The earth is a steady and practically infinite heat source, sink, and storage medium due to the high thermal inertia of soil. As far as soil temperatures are concerned, an ETAHE should be installed as deep as possible since the temperature fluctuations are dampened deeper in the ground. However, the excavation cost for laying an ETAHE very deep may not be economical. When outdoor air is drawn into an ETAHE duct, the temperature difference between the air and the duct causes convective heat transfer, which changes the duct temperatures. The resultant temperature gradients from the duct surface to its surrounding soil will further cause new temperature distributions in the soil. Moisture diffusion takes place as a simultaneous process, which affects the heat transfer to some extent. The temperature change of air from the inlet to outlet represents a sensible heat variation. When the duct material is moisture-permeable or the duct surface temperature reaches the dew point temperature, latent heat changes may take place through condensation, evaporation, or moisture infiltration. In most systems, a certain mount of energy has to be spent to circulate the air. Therefore, an optimal design is considered as a trade-off between maximizing energy savings in conditioning the air and minimizing energy consumption in circulating the air.

Design Criteria
- Airflow rates through an ETAHE need to satisfy the building’s airflow requirement assuming the ETAHE is the only air entrance for the building.
- It is desirable to maximize the heat transfer rate between air and duct wall while also minimizing the airflow resistance.
- Condensation and moisture infiltration on the ETAHE wall should be avoided.
- The buried ducts should be anticorrosive and structurally stable.
- Safety, insect entrance, and noise transmission in ETAHE should be considered.
- Long term operation of an ETAHE may exhaust its capacity. The system should be sustainable.
Application Field

ETAHE’s application is not restricted to particular building types. A large number of ETAHE systems have been implemented in greenhouses and livestock houses, as well as in residential and commercial buildings. When an ETAHE is used for heating in winters, additional air conditioning devices are usually necessary, for example, an ETAHE is usually coupled with a heat recovery unit to help prevent icing (see Figure 1).

![ETAHE system with heat recovery for winter operation](image1)

An ETAHE is suitable for independent cooling of indoor air as well as for supplementation for other cooling systems. Figure 2 is an ETAHE system for cooling.

![ETAHE system for summer operation](image2)

Available Design Tools

- Calculation charts by Santamouris and Asimakopoulos (1996)
- Computer program, WKM (http://www.igizh.com/huber/wkm/wkm.htm)
- Analytical method by De Paepe and Janssens (2003)
- Computer program, GAEA, by The Division of Building Physics and Solar Energy, University of Siegen, Germany (http://nesa1.uni-siegen.de/index.htm?/softlab/gaea.htm)
- TRNSYS compatible moist air hypocaust model by Hollmuller and Lachal (1998)
- Early design guidance for different weather conditions and locations with a few design charts and tables by Zimmermann and Remund (2001) under the framework of the IEA-ECBCS Annex 28

Although many ETAHE systems have been built in the past decades, the design tools are still under development. Especially, there has not been a method to predict the performance of the large cross-sectional ducts due to the complex airflow and heat transfer processes involved in the systems.
“Claimed” Benefits

- ETAHEs can save energy for winter heating and summer cooling when conditioning the indoor environment.
- ETAHEs can reduce CO2 emissions and improve indoor thermal comfort.
- Appropriate exploitation of moisture transfer between air and soil may realize moisture control for the supply air.
- ETAHE’ ducts have a filtration effect (concentration reduction of airborne particle, spores and bacteria after passing ETAHE).
- ETAHEs’ construction is cheaper than active cooling systems.
- ETAHEs have a very long lifespan.
- ETAHEs are compatible with other ventilation system components.
- General availability of pipe materials makes ETAHE systems easy to be replicated anywhere.

Future Perspectives

ETAHE technology has been used in many buildings with good success. It has been proven applicable for wide range of climates and various types of buildings, such as livestock houses, greenhouses, residential and commercial buildings. For buildings with moderate cooling load, properly sized ETAHE systems may become alternatives to many mechanical heating and cooling systems. Buildings with the following favourable factors may become the potential users of ETAHEs:

- moderate cooling loads
- low ground temperature
- large daily outdoor air temperature swings
- relatively low requirements for indoor environment
- displacement ventilation system

Hybrid ventilation has very good potential for future ETAHE applications. When an ETAHE needs to be integrated into a hybrid ventilated building, large cross-sectional area ducts are favourable for the integration.

Barriers to Application

- ETAHEs provide a path for outdoor noise transmitting to indoor. Plus, many systems are equipped with electrical fans in their ducts. There are concerns that some systems may contravene current noise regulations.
- ETAHEs techniques do not appear completely safe for the environment in terms of contamination of soil, underground water, and microbial growth in the airway.
- There is a general lack of easy-to-use design methods. Existing modeling methods are not accessible for designers. Training programs need to be promoted.
- Design of ETAHE’s control strategies vary significantly between countries and regions because of climate differences. Such variations impact technology transfer and adoption of best practice.
- Many building owners and equipment installers lack confidence in new energy technologies. Frequent conservative reflexes when it comes to investment will often lead to more conventional choices.
• The system costs are very dependent on the actual project. In some cases, the initial investment for installing an ETAHE might be more expensive than the regular air conditioning system. This may cause less attraction for building owners. However, it should be noted that an ETAHE has very long lifespan. The energy saving potential should be considered as a competitive alternative.

• The installation of the heat exchangers should be carried out with high precision in regards to the hygienic regulations, declined mounting and leak tightness. Construction supervision from designers or HVAC experts is therefore often necessary at the site. These extraordinary installation demands could be a reason why the heat exchangers have presently not established a growing market demand.

Open Questions and Future Research Work to be Done
Although many simulation studies have been done to investigate ETAHEs and many applications have achieved successful performances, there are still some issues that need to be studied in the future, such as

• the complex airflow and heat transfer in large cross-sectional ETAHE ducts
• integrated system design under the whole building concept (taking into account the interaction between ETAHE and building energy system) to achieve system optimization
• development of design tools
• optimization of system design and control strategy
• diurnal and seasonal balance between heating and cooling
• long-term monitoring for soil temperature development to access if the capacity of the system is sustainable
• interrelated constraints among minimizing initial investment, enhancing heat transfer, and reducing operation cost
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Chapter 5  Integrated Building Concepts

Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to give examples of integrated building concepts, the related available performance data and information about design processes and tools that are being used. The chapter does not aspire to give a complete overview of all possible integrated building concepts and processes. The buildings have been selected according to the knowledge of the participants in the project, as characteristic examples of the concepts and the challenges they represent.

Chapter 5.1 describes process methods and tools used in the design of integrated building concepts. This includes a description of the use of the methods and tools, any experiences from their implementation, barriers, and research needs.

Chapter 5.2 describes the integrated building concepts including the following information, if available:

- General building data (name, location, owner, start of operation, area, number of floors, construction type, building use, operation time, etc)
- Climate and context
- Heating, cooling, ventilation, and control systems
- Responsive building elements applied and their integration
- Construction costs, LCC
- Energy use for operation
- Indoor environment
- Operation and maintenance related issues
- Architectural issues
- Adaptability issues
- Design and construction process issues (co-operation, contract, strategies, methods and tools, special challenges related to the integrated building concept)
- Barriers to implementation
- Open questions and needs for future research
Chapter 5.1 Methods and Tools for Designing Integrated Building Concepts

Introduction
This chapter contains a description of 11 different methods and tools that the members of the IEA Annex 44 have contributed. In addition, the report contains a short overview of computer simulation tools that may be used to predict the performance of integrated building concepts and responsive building elements. At last, the report gives a description of uncertainty modelling in building performance assessment. A more comprehensive description of the methods and tools may be found in (Andresen et al 2006).

The descriptions of the design methods and tools include an explanation of how the methods may be applied, any experiences gained by using the methods, barriers for further use, and research needs.

Overview of the methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Integrated Design Process, Task 23</td>
<td>IEA SHCP Task 23 (International)</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Integrated Design Process, Knudstrup</td>
<td>M-A.Knudstrup, Aalborg University, Denmark</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Building Design System, IBDS</td>
<td>K.Steemers, Cambridge University, UK</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Eco-Factor Method</td>
<td>Erik Bjørn, Åsa Wahlström (Swedish National Testing and Research Institute, Henrik Brohus (Aalborg University)</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trias Energetica</td>
<td>Ad van der Aa, Ir. Nick van der Valk, Cauberg-Huygen Consulting Engineers, The Netherlands</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Triangle</td>
<td>Haase, M. and A. Amato, Hong Kong University</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Kyoto Pyramid</td>
<td>T.H. Dokka, SINTEF, Norway</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Quartet</td>
<td>A. Satake, Maeda Corporation, Japan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eco-Facade</td>
<td>M. Kolokotroini (et al), Brunel University, UK</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEHVE</td>
<td>T. Sawachi, NILIM, Japan</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VentSim</td>
<td>S. Nishizawa, Building Research Institute, Japan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the methods contain many similar aspects, they may be organised into 5 main categories:

1) Design Process Methods/Tools
The first three methods can be described as process focused methods. They describe how to work during the design, what issues to focus on in what stages of design, how the issues may be organised, how they interact, etc. The Integrated Design Process Task 23 method can be characterised as a design process method with tools. The Integrated Design Process Knudstrup method is focused around a trans-disciplinary process approach to designing low energy buildings. Both of these methods use the architect’s design process approach as the point of departure. The IBDS is more focused on design issues, and offers the possibility for a strategic
interaction between the various parameters in the process. In this respect, the IBDS may also be described as a Design Strategy Method (see below).

2) Design Evaluation Methods/Tools
The design evaluation tools are typically used later in the design process to check the performance of a given design concept or to evaluate a specific design scheme and compare it to a benchmark or to another alternative scheme. The Eco-Factor Method and the VentSim tool fall into this category.

3) Design Strategy Methods/Tools
The Trias Energita, The Kyoto Pyramid and the Energy Triangle are methods that present a way to structure the technological design issues. They all stem from the Trias Energetica approach devised by Lysen (1996). They are based on the philosophy that the order of measures should be similar the “reduce-reuse-recycle” principle, i.e. passive measures first, then renewable technologies, and at last efficient use of non-renewable resources.

4) Design support Methods/Tools
The design support tools are typically used in the early stages of the design to get an idea of what approaches and design schemes are the most promising for the given project. The E-Quartet, the Eco-Façade, and the LEHVE tools fall into this group.

5) Simulation Tools
Computer simulation tools are used to predict the performance of a specific design solution.

There are no sharp borders between the different types of tools. The design support tools may in some case also be used as design evaluation tools, and vice versa. The available computer simulation tools for predicting energy use and indoor climate are typically used as design evaluation tools, but may also be used as design support tools. In fact, in order to succeed in creating effective integrated building concept, it is very useful to apply advanced computer simulation tools in the early design stages.
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The Integrated Design Process by IEA Task 23

Description of method
A method called the Integrated Design Process was developed within the framework of IEA Task 23: Optimization of Solar Energy Use in Large Buildings. The approach is based on the well-proven observation that changes and improvements in the design process are relatively easy to make at the beginning of the process, but become increasingly difficult and disruptive as the process unfolds.

Based on experience in Europe and North America, the overall characteristic of an Integrated Design Process is the fact that it consists of a series of design loops per stage of the design process, separated by transitions with decisions about milestones. In each of the design loops the design team members relevant for that stage participate in the process. The design process itself emphasizes the following sequence:
1) First establish performance targets for a broad range of parameters, and develop preliminary strategies to achieve these targets,
2) Then minimize heating and cooling loads and maximize daylighting potential through orientation, building configuration, an efficient building envelope, and careful consideration of amount, type, and location of fenestration;
3) Meet these loads through the maximum use of solar and other renewable technologies and the use of efficient HVAC systems, while maintaining performance targets for indoor air quality, thermal comfort, illumination levels and quality, and noise control; 4) Iterate the process to produce at least two, and preferably three, concept design alternatives, using energy simulations as a test of progress, and then select the most promising of these for further development.

Application of method
The IDP approach was applied to a number of building projects in Europe and Canada. In all the cases, the approach proved to be very successful. The case studies showed energy saving in the order of 50% compared to conventional buildings.

Benefits
Task 23 has shown that there are significant advantages in using Integrated Design Processes. Integration on the level of the process results in synergies at both the systems level and the whole-building level.

Barriers
- Extra time and resources are needed in the early design stage.
- The different members of the design team needs to have an understanding and of the integration aspects. This requires that they have some knowledge of the whole range of professional fields.

Need for further research
- Developments of design tools that facilitate and Integrated Design Process
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Architecture and the Integrated Design Process (IDP)

Description of method
The idea behind the development of the Integrated Design Process IDP methodology by Knudstrup [Knudstrup 2004] was to focus upon the ability to integrate knowledge from engineering and architecture in order to solve the often very complicated problems connected to the environmental design of buildings. The method copes with technical and aesthetical problems, and focuses on the creative element, in order to identify new opportunities and make innovative solutions in a new building design. The process is conducted as an integrated process by using the method, the Integrated Design Process IDP, in which the professional knowledge of architecture and parameters from engineering are integrated and optimised. The method was developed for the specialisation in Architecture at Aalborg University’s Engineer Education in Architecture & Design, Aalborg University.

The method presents the following project phases applied in the order of presentation: Problem formulation phase, Analysis phase, Sketching phase, Synthesis phase and presentation phase. The process is iterative and the iterations happen in loops.

Application of method
IDP is based on group work, but it can also be done by traditionally educated architects and engineers as well. When the method is used in practice it would be easier to overcome the many aspects in a team consisting of people with different competencies, especially if it is a larger project and if they are not educated in the Integrated Design Process IDP, because of the many parameters and the trans-disciplinary approach.

Benefits
Student projects indicate the following benefits of the application of the IDP:
- Avoidance of problems of poor integration between technical solutions and the architectural expression.
- Low operating costs due to well functioning environmental building.

Need for future research
- The IDP can be used for environmental or sustainable projects. But there is still a need more specific methods, e.g. related to a particular function in a specified climate.
- There is a huge challenge to develop programmes which can be used for co-optimising a wide number of parameters at the sketch level - both architectural and engineering parameters.
- How can we implement this method to mainstream architects or designers?
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Integrated Building Design System (IBDS)

Description of method
A method called Integrated Building Design System (IBDS) has been developed at Cambridge Architectural Research Limited and The Martin Centre for Architectural and Urban Studies. Department of Architecture, University of Cambridge by Koen Steemers.

The approach to the integrated building design system, the IBDS methodology provides a flexible system for assessing the interrelationships and levels of integration of design parameters for low energy design in an urban context. The method is flexible in that additional and alternative parameters can be included in the analysis.

This is the methodology for an integrated building design system (IBDS) in an urban context. It sets out to provide a framework of working which demonstrates and reminds the design team of the range of issues and interactions through the design process. It should not be considered as a rigid process but rather as a way of raising awareness of the integration implications of a range of environmental and design parameters. The aim of IBDS methodology is to demonstrate how the various factors interact and – more importantly – how they can be integrated successfully and holistically to achieve low energy urban building design.

Application of method
Clearly, design is an iterative process and the strategy outlined here should not be considered as a simplistic linear process. The main purpose is to increase an awareness and understanding of interrelationships that exist in the design process. It can be used as a framework for design team discussions at the various key design stages, as well as a design tool at any given stage (be it outline design or construction detailing).

One strategic aim of the integrated approach is to avoid conflicts between the architecture and technology. This requires a close collaboration between architect and engineer from the beginning of the design process.

Benefits
The method shows how one can combine the design variables with both the passive and active energy strategies, and then it becomes possible to rank the strength of interrelationships. The method lists the various parameters and here one can see whether the parameters are design related or energy related, according to the frequency of interrelationships between each category. This methodology can be applied to any key set of parameters as set by the design team.
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Eco-Factor Method

Description of method
A guideline tool for an integrated design approach has been developed within an EU-project called IDEEB (Intelligently Designed Energy Efficient Buildings) during 2002-2004. The concept is thoroughly described in Bjørn et al. (2004) and Brohus et al. (2004), and summarized in Wahlström and Brohus (2005). The project’s “motto” was that the whole energy system, regarding both the building and the technical installations, must be considered in order to achieve energy efficient buildings with good indoor comfort and low environmental impact. This requires an integrated design approach of all building elements with involvement of all disciplines. The assessment concept is using the Eco-factor method for assessment of different building designs and thereby avoid unforeseen dangers of compromising indoor climate in order to improve the energy performance, or vice versa. However, the concept can be extended with other assessments, for example of the buildings function at integration of building elements.

Application
The concept works on two levels. The first and most “simple” level, the concept design level, is applied to get a fast overview and intelligent suggestions of alternative building designs. The second and “advanced” level, the detailed design level, is aimed for the consultants to do detailed designs of a few chosen cases. Each level consists of two phases, a design phase and an assessment phase.

Benefits
The assessment concept is intended to be an integral part of new design guidelines where architects and engineers should be able to obtain a quick overview of the effect of changing key parameters and the potential for improvements in energy-related emissions and indoor climate. The assessment concept should be possible to use with different contracts/organizations but require a close cooperation between different parties in different stages of the process (Nordström, 2004).

Need for further research
The guideline is developed by primarily considering design of European office buildings and should cover warm, moderate and cold European climates. With small adjustments it should be possible to use it at design of any kind of building. The assessment concept is using an integrated approach with involvement of all disciplines. This makes the guideline very suitable for integration of responsive building elements, and it is now ready to be tested in practice.
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Trias Energetica

Description of method
Trias Energetica is a three step approach that gives the priorities for realising an optimal sustainable energy solution. The approach was introduced in 1996 by Novem in the Netherlands (Lysen 1996) and has been further worked out by the Technical University of Delft. The Trias Energetica method contains the following steps:

- Reduce the energy demand, by applying energy reducing measures (thermal insulation, air tightness, heat recovery)
- Use as much sustainable energy sources as possible for the generation of energy (solar, wind and biomass);
- Apply fossil fuels as efficient as possible (high efficient gas boilers, high efficient lighting)

Application of method
The method is being implemented in an Excel-based toolkit by Cauberg-Huygen, Rotterdam, the Netherlands. The toolkit evaluates the energy use, the extreme conditions and the cost frames through a three step calculation:

- Energy needed and load/duration curves calculated for heating, cooling and lighting
- Calculation of floor tempertures
- Features of the control system
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Energy Triangle

Description of method
The Energy Triangle is a method described by Haase and Amato (2005). The method involves a three steps approach that is related to the work of Lysen (1996). The triangle is divided into three layers:
1. Energy conservation: The building should be planned by making use of all energy conservation strategies.
2. Increasing efficiency: all necessary energy consuming units in the building should be optimised by using the latest energy efficient devices and components.
3. Utilization of renewable energy resources: for the remaining amount of necessary energy all renewable energy resources should be exploited and implemented.

Application of method
Haase and Amato (2005a, 2005b) have applied the method to the development of an innovative ventilation system that integrates climate responsive building elements with an innovative building envelope for an office building located in Hong Kong, which has a hot and humid climate. First, the impact of building location and climate, size and orientation was analyzed with respect to thermal comfort and energy conservation. Then, six passive strategies for improving thermal comfort were investigated: 1) thermal mass effect, 2) exposed mass + night purge ventilation, 3) passive solar heating, 4) natural ventilation, 5) direct evaporative cooling, and 6) indirect evaporative cooling. The effect of the six strategies was illustrated using a psychometric chart. This resulted in the following conclusions:
1) In subtropical climates with up to 7 months with HDD the maximum heating requirement in office buildings can be delivered by a passive solar heating strategy.
2) Night purge ventilation needs a significant temperature difference during the night time. 3) Natural ventilation has a high potential especially in April and October. 4) Evaporative cooling strategies can only be applied to dry climates were it is possible to humidify the air.

Further analysis indicated that natural ventilation was the most promising strategy, however the problem of highly dynamic wind pressures had to be solved. A double-skin facade combined with a solar chimney was then suggested as a solution to this problem. For increasing the energy efficiency of the facade, optimum solar shading and ventilation strategies were suggested. For utilization of renewable energy, BIPV, solar assisted cooling and wind power were suggested in combination with the solar chimney.
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The Kyoto Pyramid

Description of method
The Kyoto Pyramid is a strategy that has been developed for the design of low energy buildings in Norway. It is based on the Trias Energetica method described by Lysen (1996). The Kyoto Pyramid has been developed by SINTEF Building and Infrastructure and the Norwegian State Housing Bank. The method consists of 5 steps, and there is one version for residential houses and one version for commercial buildings. For the design of low energy dwellings, the Kyoto Pyramid steps are:

1. Reduce heat loss
   Super insulated and air tight envelope. Efficient heat recovery of ventilation air during heating season.
2. Reduce electricity consumption
   Exploitation of daylight. Energy efficient electric lighting and equipment. Low pressure drops in ventilation air paths.
3. Exploit solar energy
4. Control and display energy consumption
   Smart house technologies, i.e. demand control of heating, ventilation, lighting and equipment. User feedback on consumption.
5. Select energy sources and carrier.
   E.g. heat pumps, biomass, district heating, electricity, natural gas.

Application of method
The method has been applied in the design stage of several low energy dwelling projects in Norway.

Benefits
The main benefit of the method is that it stresses the importance of reducing the energy load before adding systems for energy supply. This promotes robust solutions with the lowest possible environmental loadings.

Barriers
The cost-effectiveness of the energy supply systems may be reduced, due to the fact that the energy load is smaller. Thus the strategy may be opposed by equipment suppliers.

Need for further research
Implementation of the strategy into design tools and design processes.
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E-quartet
The "E-quartet" is an easy-to-use proposal tool that helps create an energy-saving building design and ensure an optimal equipment system from the points of view of economy, energy-saving and environmental problem. Highlights of the tool include:

- Input conditions of a building and equipment from dialogue boxes.
- Calculate initial costs, running costs, LCC, and LCCo2 at the same time.
- Take energy-saving techniques of building design into consideration, such as changing the direction of a building, the position of a core, the position and size of a window or eaves, and the degree of heat insulation.
- Propose an optical combination of energy-saving equipments such as cogeneration system, photovoltaics, wind power generator, natural ventilation, etc.
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Eco-Facade Tool
The Eco-Facade Tool is a concept design tool for evaluating internal environmental conditions, energy use and environmental impact of façade designs. The results are presented in a user-friendly interface requiring a minimum number of inputs. The following parameters can be assessed very quickly describing the performance of a specific façade type throughout a whole year:

- Heating Energy Demand (normalised per m² floor area).
- Cooling Energy Demand (normalised per m² floor area).
- Maximum comfort temperature (average of surface weighted radiant and room air temperature).
- Numbers of hours that maximum temperature exceeds 25°C and 28°C.
- Minimum comfort temperature.
- Daylight Levels.
- Embodied Energy in the facade

Need for further research
Through discussions with designers the following topics were raised which merit further development:

- Financial implications of the façade options in particular the impact of the selection on the whole life cost in particular for the high quality facades which have a higher initial outlay but may result in lower whole life costs.
- Internal shading has not been considered in this study, as this requires user-behaviour scheduling of its use. However, such shading devices under user control would have a significant impact on energy consumption.
- Consideration of more complex variations of façade and building type; for example the retail sector.
LEHVE Tool
The Design Guideline of LEHVE is a design tool utilizing the energy conservation technique to achieve the 50% reduction in energy consumption, running cost reductions, and a method for provisionally calculating the effect of CO₂ emission reduction. The energy conservation technique are divided into 13 fields, and for each technique, the effect is concretely verified by experimental proof and simulations. Of the 13 different elemental technologies are five that correspond to “natural energy utilization techniques", two that correspond to “thermal insulation techniques of building facades", and six kinds that correspond to “techniques of energy conservation equipment".
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VentSim – Ventilation Network Analysis Tool
VentSim is a tool to calculate the airflow rate among multi zones based on the ventilation network analysis. The pre-processor "VentPre" is attached to "VentSim", and all data for "VentSim" is able to be input easily by using "VentPre". "VentSim" is used to the ventilation design by evaluating the ventilation performance (airflow rate, Supply Rate Fulfilment Index (SRF), contaminant concentration, and so on).
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Summary of Computer Simulation Tools

A comprehensive overview of building energy performance simulation programs may be found at www.energytoolsdirectory.gov. At this web-page, one may also find a report by Crawley et al (2005) contrasting the capabilities of 20 building energy performance simulation programs: BLAST, BSim, DeST, DOE-2.1E, ECOTECT, Ener-Win, Energy Express, Energy-10, energyPlus, eQUEST, ESP-r, IDA ICE, IES <VE>, HAP, HEED, PowerDomus, SUNREL, Tas, TRACE and TRNSYS. The comparison includes the following categories:

- Zone loads
- Building envelope
- Daylighting and solar heat gain
- Infiltration
- Ventilation and multizone airflow
- Renewable energy systems
- Electrical systems and equipment
- HVAC systems
- HVAC equipment
- Environmental emissions
- Economic evaluation
- Climate data availability
- Results reporting
- Validation
- User interface
- Links to other programs
- Availability

Another useful overview of building energy performance simulation tools has been presented by Wachenfeldt (2003), see the table below.
## Overview of simulation tools by Wachenfeldt (2003).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Graphical User Interface</th>
<th>Energy and Power Performance</th>
<th>Contaminant Transport</th>
<th>Hydraulic Design</th>
<th>Structural Analysis</th>
<th>Field Calculation</th>
<th>Radiation and Illumination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flow diagram and simulation</td>
<td>DOE-2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid transport</td>
<td>Fluent, ANSYS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contaminant transport</td>
<td>Fluent, ANSYS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy and power performance</td>
<td>DOE-2, Fluent, ANSYS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational fluid dynamics</td>
<td>Fluent, ANSYS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulic design</td>
<td>Fluent, ANSYS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural analysis</td>
<td>Fluent, ANSYS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field calculation</td>
<td>Fluent, ANSYS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation and Illumination</td>
<td>Fluent, ANSYS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Definitions:

- **Flow and simulation**: Models with a node, connecting ambient nodes, zones, fans, code, moving boxes etc. The pressure at the ambient nodes serves as boundary conditions, taking wind and thermal boundary into account when solving the network.
- **Fluid transport**: Models for the simulation of general transport using air as the main fluid, predicting fan performance, analyzing transport processes, predicting energy efficiency, predicting contaminant concentrations in the building, predicting environmental impact.
- **Contaminant transport**: Models for the simulation of general transport using air as the main fluid, predicting fan performance, analyzing transport processes, predicting energy efficiency, predicting contaminant concentrations in the building, predicting environmental impact.
- **Energy and power performance**: Models for the simulation of general transport using air as the main fluid, predicting fan performance, analyzing transport processes, predicting energy efficiency, predicting contaminant concentrations in the building, predicting environmental impact.
- **Computational fluid dynamics**: Models for the simulation of general transport using air as the main fluid, predicting fan performance, analyzing transport processes, predicting energy efficiency, predicting contaminant concentrations in the building, predicting environmental impact.
- **Hydraulic design**: Models for the simulation of general transport using air as the main fluid, predicting fan performance, analyzing transport processes, predicting energy efficiency, predicting contaminant concentrations in the building, predicting environmental impact.
- **Structural analysis**: Models for the simulation of general transport using air as the main fluid, predicting fan performance, analyzing transport processes, predicting energy efficiency, predicting contaminant concentrations in the building, predicting environmental impact.
- **Field calculation**: Models for the simulation of general transport using air as the main fluid, predicting fan performance, analyzing transport processes, predicting energy efficiency, predicting contaminant concentrations in the building, predicting environmental impact.
- **Radiation and Illumination**: Models for the simulation of general transport using air as the main fluid, predicting fan performance, analyzing transport processes, predicting energy efficiency, predicting contaminant concentrations in the building, predicting environmental impact.
Uncertainty in Building Performance Assessment

Introduction
In the design of integrated building concepts it is crucial to be able to predict the building performance with a satisfactory accuracy, especially, when selection between alternative design solutions is needed or if the aim is to perform an optimization of the building performance. It is essential that the simulation result reflects the characteristics of the building and its technical systems and is able to simulate the building performance with a satisfactory accuracy - that the results are reliable and comparable. Traditionally, building performance simulation is based on a deterministic approach, which implies that the spread of input parameters is zero. However, to be able to compare different design alternatives against each other it is necessary also to estimate how reliable a design is, i.e. to quantify the uncertainty that is affiliated to the simulated result of each design alternative. This can contribute to more rational design decisions. At the same time it may lead to a more robust design due to the fact that the influence of variation in important design parameters has been considered.

Description of method
First of all it must be decided if the uncertainty in model predictions is considerable. This is most often based on subjective judgment in the first case. Next step is a screening analysis (based on a simplified sensitivity analysis) that limits the number of investigated parameters to a manageable amount and, finally, an uncertainty analysis determines if the uncertainty is considerable. Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses can in principle be used for all kinds of projects, however, the more spread found in the various input parameters and the higher the sensitivity to those parameters, the more benefit will be gained from the analyses. The analyses will usually focus on the building energy consumption (e.g. kWh/(m² year)) and the indoor environmental quality (e.g. average/cumulated PPD, number of hours exceeding a certain predefined temperature etc.). The building costs may be linked to the UA/SA analyses and form an integrated part of the entire decision process.

Benefits
The uncertainty analysis makes it possible to identify the most important parameters for building performance assessment and to focus the building design and optimization on these fewer parameters. The results give a much better background for evaluation of the design than a single value (uncertainty quantified), which often is based on cautious selection of input parameters and therefore tends to underpredict the potential of passive technologies.
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Barriers
The main barrier for application of uncertainty analysis in building performance assessment is the increase in calculation time and complexity. Monte Carlo simulation is attractive for the uncertainty analysis, as the only requirement is that it is possible to describe the probability density function of the important input parameters. The disadvantage of the method is the high number of simulations. Even if an appropriate sampling procedure is selected the number of simulations to investigate the uncertainty is 2 – 5 times the number of parameters investigated with a total number of realizations not lower than 80 - 100.

Need for further research
Uncertainty analysis is far from being a central issue in consultancy. Explicit appraisal of uncertainty is the exception rather than the rule and most decisions are based on single valued estimates for performance indicators. At the moment experiences from practical design cases are almost nonexistent. These are needed to demonstrate the benefits and transform the methods to practice, i.e. include uncertainty analysis in commercially available building simulation tools. Uncertainty analyses have a potential to be used to assess the robustness of different solutions to changes in boundary conditions and different user scenarios to avoid the design of very sensitive solutions. Methods and procedures for this purpose have to be developed. The knowledge of typical variations of many input parameters is very limited. Material properties and characteristic parameter values of building components can only be estimated from tabular data and theoretical calculations. It is necessary to establish knowledge about the natural variability in properties of building components and materials as constructed in the built environment to improve the quality of the uncertainty analysis.
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Chapter 5.2 Integrated Building Concepts

Introduction
The Annex 44 participants have submitted descriptions of 23 case study buildings with integrated building concepts. The buildings include office buildings, residential buildings, school buildings, and other public buildings, located in different climates in 9 different countries. This review provides descriptions of the buildings and their contexts, a description of the integrated energy systems, and the overall performance of the building with respect to energy, indoor environment and costs, where available. Also, barriers towards implementation and lessons learnt from the projects are summarized.

The table below shows an overview of the case study buildings that have been described within Annex 44. The table gives the name and location of the building, the building type, and type of climate. The table also gives an indication of which of the main types of responsive buildings elements that the building employ. It may be noted that many of the buildings include a range of integrated building elements that are not indicated in the table. Due to space restrictions, only 7 of these buildings are described in this chapter. The buildings are selected to represent different types, different climates, and different technologies. A full description of all the buildings may be found in (Andresen et al, 2006).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of building, country</th>
<th>Type of use</th>
<th>Climate</th>
<th>Responsive building elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BedZED, UK</td>
<td>Residential/office</td>
<td>Temperate</td>
<td>AIF, TMA, EC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerzbank, Germany</td>
<td>Temperate</td>
<td>AIF, PCM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gleisdorf City Hall, Austria</td>
<td>City Hall</td>
<td>Temperate</td>
<td>AIF, TMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itoman City Hall, Japan</td>
<td>City Hall</td>
<td>Subtropical</td>
<td>AIF, PCM, DIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansai Electric Power, Japan</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Temperate/hot</td>
<td>AIF, PCM, DIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kvadraturen School, Norway</td>
<td>School</td>
<td>Temperate/cold</td>
<td>AIF, TMA, EC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kvernhuset School, Norway</td>
<td>School</td>
<td>Temperate/cold</td>
<td>AIF, TMA, EC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longley Park, UK</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Temperate</td>
<td>AIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Lowry, UK</td>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Temperate</td>
<td>AIF, TMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mabuchi Motor, Japan</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Moist and mild</td>
<td>AIF, TMA, EC, PCM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marzahn, Germany</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Temperate</td>
<td>AIF, TMA, EC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menara Mesiniaga, Malaysia</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Hot and humid</td>
<td>AIF, TMA, EC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIVA, Austria</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Temperate</td>
<td>AIF, TMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M+W Zander, Germany</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Temperate</td>
<td>AIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikken Sekkei, Japan</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>AIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive Hauptschule, Austria</td>
<td>School</td>
<td>Temperate</td>
<td>AIF, TMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photo-Catalytic Building Japan</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>Mild and humid</td>
<td>AIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pourous building, Vietnam</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Hot and humid</td>
<td>AIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWS Terneuzen, Netherlands</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Temperate</td>
<td>AIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakai Gas Building, Japan</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>AIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar XII Building, Portugal</td>
<td>Office + lab</td>
<td>Hot and dry</td>
<td>AIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W.E.I.Z., Austria</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Temperate</td>
<td>AIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZUB, Kassel, Germany</td>
<td>Office</td>
<td>Temperate</td>
<td>AIF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Climate, site and context

The climate is mild and temperate, typical for the London area. The building complex is built on a brown field in a London suburban area, which means that the degree of exposure to wind and sun is quite high. The quality of the local environment is very good, as the complex is situated in a suburban area on a brown field with an ecological park as the adjacent site.

Description of integrated building concept

Heating system

The heating system is designed with 19°C as a minimum target temperature and the system relies on the following sources of energy: passive solar heating, heat from occupants, heat from lighting and appliances, heat from cooking and domestic hot water, super-insulation, very high air-tightness, heat-exchange in the ventilation, high thermal inertia, bio-fuelled combined heat and power unit (CHP).

Cooling system

There is no cooling system per se, however, the complex uses thermal mass as well as the heat-exchange system in the wind cowls to keep the temperature steady during hot summer.

Ventilation system

The ventilation principle is a natural system with a passive heat-exchange system (wind cowls). The effective opening area equals at least 5 percent of the floor area in the habitable rooms and they are designed for night time cooling by using secure locking. The inlets are placed in the low polluting rooms, such as the living room and bedrooms, and the outlets are placed in the kitchen, the bathroom.

Electric systems

The complex is designed to use natural daylight instead of electric lighting, in order to save energy for electricity and reduce the cooling load in summer. The daylight in the offices has been of the highest priority, as these primarily are used during the day. This, and the internal heat gain in the offices, has affected the orientation of the offices in the complex, which
means that these have been placed with a north orientation in order to ensure diffuse daylight levels and a minimum degree of solar heat gain.

The complex also relies on PV-cells which are used for reloading the electric cars which are used for car pooling. Energy meters are placed in a way, which increases the user’s awareness of the energy consumption and all appliances are low-energy appliances.

**Control system**

The ventilation is controlled by the users supported by the wind cowls which secure a minimum level of ventilation in the units. The heating system is designed to maintain a background temperature in the dwellings during longer periods of un-occupancy. This is achieved by using a thermostatically controlled vent from the domestic hot water cylinder cupboard.

**Architectural issues**

The architectural expression and the terrace-houses were inspired by the architectural expression of traditional British housing and the project has a holistic approach to sustainability, as it considers both urban design and architectural design elements in the solution. The architectural expression has also been under great influence of the technical solutions, e.g. in case of the wind cowls, the double high rooms, the green terraced roofs, the choice of material and the orientation of the different units.

The aesthetic expression of the technical solutions, such as the wind cowls and the PV-panels, helps underline the identity of the complex. The shape of the building as well as the different expressions of the facades provide an architectural quality, as it provides different types of spaces depending on which side of the building is experienced and at which level.

![East facing façade with winter gardens and PV panels in the façade and on the glazed roofs of the winter gardens.](image)

**Performance**

The first period of monitoring has already shown that compared with current UK benchmarks:
- Hot water heating is about 45% less.
- Electricity for lighting, cooking, and all appliances is 55% less.
- Water consumption is about 60% less.

**Summary of barriers**
Extra costs related to innovations, design research and quality control, and implementation of new working methods.

**Open questions and needs for future research**
The effect of the wind cowls and further development aesthetically and technically.

**References**
http://www.unige.ch/cuepe/idea/_buildings/b_123/frm_obj.htm, date: January 2005
http://arup.uk, date July 7th 2005
http://www.theweathernetwork.com/weather/stats/pages/C00625.htm?UKXX0085, date: July 7th 2005
http://www.zedfactory.com/bedzed/bedzed.html, date: July 7th 2005
Kansai Electric Power Building (KANDEN)

Name of building: Kansai Electric Power building (KANDEN)
Type of building: Office building
Location: Osaka, Japan
Owner: The Kanden Industries, Inc.
Start of operation: January 2005
Architect: Nikken Sekkei Ltd
Engineering: Takenaka etc., Kinden etc., Sanki etc., Sanko etc
Net conditioned area: 60 000 m²
Total energy use: 30% less than standard (estimated)

Climate, site and context

Illustration showing temperature and relative humidity in Osaka and some other cities (left). Aerial view of Osaka City (right).

The climate of Osaka is temperate – a relatively hot and humid area in Japan. It has about 550 heating degree days and about 280 cooling degree days.

The building stands on the sandbank of the river crossing the city of Osaka from East to West.
Description of the building and the integrated building concept

Plan (left) and section (right) of the Kansai Electric Power office building.

This building is the new head office building of KANSAI Electric Power Co., Inc. (KEPCO), supplying electricity in the Kansai area. It was planned and designed with a concept, ‘A model building of environmental symbiosis’, to suggest a vision of new office buildings in the future. Specific plans are as follows; 1) Adoption of the ‘Eaves’ utilizing columns and beams to block direct solar radiation, 2) Adoption of a natural ventilation system to lead a river wind inside the building, 3) Adoption of district heating and cooling system utilizing the river water. In addition, a new air conditioning and lighting system, which enable personal control to meet individual demands, were adopted to realize coexistence of energy saving and personal comfort compared to the ‘uniform light and thermal environment’ adopted in a conventional office.

Task and ambient air conditioning system
This system enables separate control of the personal environment of the office workers and the overall environment of the entire room. Indoor environment levels will be reduced within the ambient area while securing the comfort of the task zone with task floor A/C outlets and ambient ceiling A/C outlets. Task A/C outlets enable changes in the ‘directionality and diffusion’ of air and the air volume. By adopting this system, the energy consumption is reduced.
District Heating and cooling plant utilizing river water

The district heating and cooling system is adopted in the basement of the KANDEN Building. It has two characteristics. First, it utilizes the river water as thermal source, taking geographical advantage of standing in a sandbank of the river. The River water has a smaller temperature change through the year compared to the air. Therefore, the efficiency of a heat pump system increases. The cold and warm water is produced by less energy consumption (reduced approx.14%). Second, the system uses a large-scale ice thermal storage tank. Foundation pits of the building are used as the thermal storage tank of approx. 800m³. Electricity at night is used to make ice used for daytime air conditioning, so that electricity use at daytime is restrained. This leads to electricity load levelling to raise the generating efficiency at the power station and emission of CO₂ being restrained.

Façade design

The “Eco-Frame”, columns and beams jutted out by 1.8m outside from the window surface, shows effects of eaves to block the direct solar radiation during 10AM to 2PM, the peak period of the cooling load in the summer time. And Low-e glass, which has high performance in direct solar radiation blocking and insulation, is adopted in a window to reduce the inflow of heat from exterior. By adopting these technologies, the cooling load in perimeter zone is greatly reduced (2/3 of a perimeter annual load to standard used in Japan), so that an air conditioning system for perimeter zone such as a fan-coil unit becomes unnecessarily.

Ventilation system

The ventilation inlet is designed to be less affected by strong wind or rain, by utilizing the shape of the “Eco-Frame”. Ventilation is done by wind pressure, by leading the river wind inside from the ventilation inlet under the eaves. The design of ventilation inlet is chosen by a numerical simulation and an inspection of a full-sized experiment to maximize the volume and time of ventilated air in any circumstances. In addition, opening and closing of the ventilator is automatically controlled by the conditions gained from the simulation to meet target performance (reducing 24% of cooling load). The design of ventilation outlet in the room is also chosen by the experiment to make an air current along the ceiling to send the ventilation air into the room as deep as possible.

Natural lighting

By taking in skylight as much as possible while blocking the direct solar radiation effectively, the energy of illumination is reduced. First, the ceiling near the window is bent up to maximize window height up to the lower part of the ‘Eco-Frame’. Second, window shades that climb up from the bottom are adopted, and these techniques are automatically controlled according to an annual schedule based on sun position and presence of the direct solar radiation measured by lighting sensors.
**Building thermal storage system**
In summer, by keeping the climate control system operating at night, coolth is stored in the flooring slabs, furniture and interior materials. Then this cold is released during the day-time, and we can reduce energy consumption during the peak electricity usage period by approximately 20%.

**Ice thermal storage system**
The usage of the ‘double-slab’ space as ice tanks saves a huge indoor space and the substantial tank cost of the thermal storage system. This figure shows the section of the machine room.

**Performance**
The figure shows the prediction of energy consumption of this building. The energy consumption is estimated to be reduced by 30% compared to a conventional office building. The building construction was completed in January 2005, so the energy consumption is currently being measured.

**Summary of barriers**
In Japan which is frequently attacked by typhoons with strong wind, there was no case of adopting natural ventilation system widely at the full scale for a high-rise building. Major concern was a possibility that malfunction of natural ventilation system could cause inability of closing inlet openings in the wall and storm water could invade into office area. A mock-up test was conducted to confirm that storm water would not invade.

**References**
Masashi YAMAGIWA (2005), "The Environmental Symbiosis Technologies of the KANDEN BUILDING", SB05 TOKYO, Japan.
Climate, site and context

The climate is temperate, with 2276 heating degree days and 1395 sunshine hours per year. The Lowry is located adjacent to the Manchester ship canal at the heart of the redeveloped Salford Quays. The building therefore has a high level of exposure, however as development continues at the Salford Quays the building will become more sheltered.

A 25m high concrete wall encloses the whole theatre. The ground floor is a concrete structure, supporting pre-cast reinforced concrete floor units. Beneath the floor units a plenum is created by the structure. The floor units are a minimum of 175mm thick and are supported by sleeper walls constructed of blockwork that are 200mm thick, the floor of the plenum is 450mm thick concrete.

The supply air for the theatre stalls is supplied into the plenum via an earth duct constructed from 300mm concrete base and walls and a 200mm concrete roof.

The two internal upper seating tiers are steel structures supporting pre-cast reinforced concrete floor units through which ventilation air flows from the air plenum within the steel cantilever frames. The internal steel frame and cantilever floor tier supports work compositely with the concrete wall.
Description of the building and the integrated building concept

Heating and cooling systems

Heating is provided through the ventilation system. Air Handling Units (AHU) 1, 2 and 3 all have pre-heater batteries and heater batteries. Cooling is provided through the ventilation system. AHU’s 1, 2 and 3 all have cooling coils.

The air supply plenum beneath the stalls is constructed of concrete. The conditioned air supplied from AHU 1 is passed through a concrete earth duct into the plenum and is then supplied into the theatre space via the pedestal diffusers.

When the theatre was first opened it was found that the temperature in the stalls was cool. The temperature of the supply air coming off of the AHU was checked, and was found to be as the design setpoint. Checking the temperature of the air as it passed through the pedestal diffusers it was found that a fall off 4°C had occurred between the air coming off of the AHU and leaving the pedestal diffusers. This cooling effect is therefore provided either by the earth tube or the concrete plenum, or a combination of both. This feature is a net benefit to the energy costs of the Lowry. It is therefore of interest to look at the cooling that is provided by the thermal mass of the earth duct and plenum and to consider other active control strategies that could be used to improve the energy storage potential of the earth duct and plenum.

Ventilation system

The theatres are served by low velocity displacement ventilation – 2-2.5 m/s for supply, 3-3.5 m/s for extract. The supply air is passed into the plenum and then the air is injected into the space through diffusers beneath the seats. For the stalls the air passes through an earth duct before it enters the plenum, whereas the 1st and 2nd tier plenum is supplied via conventional ductwork.

The stalls are supplied by AHU 1, the 1st tier is supplied by AHU 2 and the 2nd tier is supplied by AHU 3. This was done to allow flexibility in the ventilation strategy to meet the needs of the theatre e.g. when a matinee performance is on in the theatre and the 2nd tier is not used AHU 3 can then be turned off. Air is extracted at high level above each of the stalls, 1st tier and the 2nd tier. This air is then extracted to the main foyer, providing heating to this space in the winter, and ventilation in the summer. Heat recovery is provided from the extract air to AHU’s 2 and 3 via a run around coil.

Control system

Each AHU is controlled independently according to the readings provided by the temperature and carbon dioxide sensors in each space.

Heating: Pre heater battery provides frost protection to the air handling unit – 5°C off coil
Heater battery provides heat to control the space temperature – 22°C space temperature

Cooling: Cooling coil provides cooling to control the space temperature – 22°C space temperature. The Lowry has a Building Management System (BMS) that allows readings to be monitored remotely via a head end computer located in the Facilities Managers office (Buro Happold also have a remote connection).

The BMS monitors:
- Temperature and CO2 content of each space
- The supply air temperature off of each AHU
The BMS also allows the set points to be changed easily and allows the facilities management team to turn the systems on and off as required to suit the times of the performances in the Theatre.

Architectural issues
The Architecture was influenced by requirements made by Theatre Project Consultants and the need to accommodate seating arrangements and sight lines.

Performance
The performance will be tested by measuring the temperature of the air at various points throughout the earth tube and plenum. This will be done for both for a period in summer and a period in winter (at least a month for each). It is also intended to measure the temperatures of the slab at various locations and, if possible, depths. This data will then be used to validate a computer model of the earth tube and plenum constructed using IES Virtual Environment and simulated using the dynamic thermal modeling element of the software.

Summary of barriers
Cost could potentially have been a barrier. The project was within budget, but due to the use of the space as a theatre the budget was larger than that for other more standard projects.

Open questions and needs for future research
To determine the cooling provided by the thermal mass of the earth duct and the concrete plenum beneath the theatre. This will be done by monitoring the conditions within the earth duct and the plenum.

Control strategies that can be adopted to improve the cooling potential of the thermal mass of the earth duct and concrete plenum beneath the theatre. This will be done through computer modelling of the earth duct and plenum using IES software.

References

http://www.thelowry.com
Climate, site and context
The climate is moist and mild, the highest ambient temperature is 33.4°C (design assumption value), while the lowest ambient temperature is 0.0°C (design assumption value). The building is located in the suburbs of the city area. The site is comparatively large, and has active forestration and pond work for the regeneration of the natural environment.

Description of the building and the integrated concepts
The energy consumption of the air conditioning system shows a big ratio of that of the whole building. So it is very important to reduce the air conditioning load with the building design from the angle of the passive method as well as making the active mechanical systems more efficient.

The typical floor plan of the project is a space without columns with flexible spans of 33.6m (one wing has an area of 1500m²). Four floors are piled up towards the East-West wing and the central atrium is arranged in order to have an effective vertical floor communication, natural lighting and natural ventilation.

Double glass skin on the outer walls
The double glass skin has many functions which are necessary for an outer wall in Japanese climate, like heat insulation in winter, exhaust of heated air in summer, natural ventilation in spring and autumn. These functions are realized by automatic controlling ventilation dumpers at double glass skin (dampers installed at top, bottom and each floor).
Partition panel air conditioning system.
The task and ambient air conditioning system which has supply openings for under floor air supply on the frequently-used partition panels was adopted to create an efficient air-conditioning system in the large scale and high ceiling office.

Thermal storage in the building frame with the void slab
Air flow switching system: In this system, the void slab which becomes the structure of the building is used as an air conditioning duct. At the usual air conditioning time (at the daytime), cooled air is supplied by the under-floor air conditioning system, and warmed return air passes through this void slab from the ceiling side. And the other way around, the void slab is used for air supply route at night. The void slab is cooled with supply air from the AHU at night, and this thermal storage is recovered with warmed return air from the room at the daytime. In summer, the peak load of electric power can be shifted by using both this thermal storage and the ice storage system installed as a coolth source of this building. Furthermore, in middle term, the cooling air conditioning load in the daytime can be decreased with this thermal storage system using outdoor air cooling at night instead of using chilled water from the coolth source.

Performance
Double glass skin on the outer walls
It is very difficult to figure out the effect of the passive-design techniques like this double skin quantitatively with the existing heat load calculation. Because it depends on many parameters such as the weather condition, the buildings form, air conditioning systems and these operations. And there are few study cases about the relativity between the heat transfer model and the air ventilation model and about state change in the airflow and dumpers by temperature and pressure condition for whole buildings. In consideration of this background, it is possible to figure out the effect with the thermal and air flow network model.

PMV distribution
The PMV distribution in the perimeter zone was predicted by simulation (using the data of room and surface temperatures). In summer during air conditioning time, the inside glass surface temperature is 30.2 degrees on the 1st floor, and 31.4 degrees on the 4th floor. The differences of the temperature and that of PMV are small. A similar tendency is shown even at the middle term. In winter air conditioning time, the PMV of the middle floor is 0 and it becomes a little low on the 1st floor and 4th floor which faces the outdoor air.
**Thermal load distribution**

In summer, the thermal load distribution of every floor with double glass skin shows lower tendency than the low-E glass and reflective glass. But on the north skin with low solar radiation, it shows lower effect than the south skin though it is expected to show a big effect with cooling in the seismic isolation pit. In the middle term, the heat load of low-E glass and reflective glass is twice as large as the double glass skin on the south side.

**The examination of saving energy**

The usual air conditioning system was planned at 26 degree room temperature, 16 degree supply air and the return air the same as the room temperature on the assumption that the indoor air is diffused equally. But the task and under floor air conditioning system was planned as 18-20 degree supply air, 28-30 degree return air on the assumption that it is possible to raise the temperature level. The effect of energy saving with the task air conditioning shows the highest value with the improvement the conditioning of the outside air cooling. It shows 2.4% saving from the whole building energy consumption at 27 degree room temperature, and 3.3% saving at 28 degree room temperature.

**Thermal storage on the building frame with the void slab - a result of thermal performance prediction.**

The energy consumption of the thermal storage system using the thermal and airflow network simulation model in summer and the middle term could be reduced about 5% from the primary air conditioning energy consumption in both summer and a middle term. Simulations showed the following tendencies:

1) In summer, supply air volume should be set to minimum in a short time period. (4 hours storage is the best in this simulation)

2) In the middle term, supply air volume should be set to minimum in a long time period. (8 hours storage is the best in this simulation)

**CO₂**

It is the result that about 25% of CO₂ can be reduced by introducing both the techniques and the high efficiency equipment systems by the energy simulation of the design stage.

**Summary of Barriers**

- The construction of Void slab which reaches 40m.
- A functional assignment in the task air conditioner with the equipment and the furniture.
- A uniformity-ization of the air flow distribution in the raised-floor of the under-floor air conditioning system.

**Open Questions and Needs for Future Research**

We will reflect to facilities operation with confirm of the occupied person's evaluation by POE. Moreover, development schedule in double-skin, task air-conditioning, and building frame thermal storage to operation improvement like control judgment setting value etc. based on result of detailed verification every each season.

**References**


MIVA Office Building

Name of building: MIVA Office Building, “Christophorus” House
Type of building: Office
Location: Stadl-Paura, Austria
Owner: MIVA
Start of operation: 2003
Architect: Bill Dunster Architects
Engineering: AEE INTEC, Gleisdorf
Net conditioned area: 1215 m²
Total energy use: 20 kWh/m²/yr heating, 6.4 kWh/m²/yr cooling
Cost: 1205 EUR/m²

Climate, site and context
The climate is temperate, typical for Upper Austria, with 3923 heating degree days. The building is located in a rural area.

Description of the building and the integrated concepts
This project describes the new built office building of the Catholic Church association “MIVA”. The association is active in development cooperation and mission work. One of their activities is to prepare all kinds of vehicles for developing countries. During the last 10 years the MIVA association has also worked with providing mobility through ecological means, in energy and water supply. With this background, it was a natural step to build their new office building from an ecological point of view.

The office building with 1,215 m² is a work place for 40 persons. The remaining building area is used for parking of the company’s cars (325 m²) and basement (550 m²). The building has a basement, a ground floor and two upper floors.

Energy concept
The goal of the planning team for the construction were:
- Multi functional application of the building (offices, events, mini shop, exhibition facilities and logistic central).
- Wooden construction
- Heating load < 15 kWh/m²a
- Pressure test air change n50 < 0,6 h⁻¹
- Primary energy consumption < 80 kWh/m²a (including electricity for the domestic use)
- No compressor cooling machine
- Covering the remaining energy demand with renewable energy sources to a maximal extent
- Highest possible comfort for the employees with lowest possible running costs
- Building certified as “passive house quality” by the passive house institution in Darmstadt, Germany

These high ambitions were a challenge for the planning team and could be reached due to an integral planning process.
Load reduction measures / Optimisation process
The reduction of the energy demand for heating and cooling was a requirement to build a sustainable and also a cost efficient energy supply system. An optimisation process was carried out by the planners and the first calculations resulted in very hot indoor climate during the summer (approx. 50°C in exposed areas) but rather low heating demand for the winter (approx. 30 kWh/m²a). With this as base, further calculations were carried out for two reference years, one with an extreme hot summer and one with an extreme cold winter. This was optimised with the dynamically simulation program TRNSYS. A thermal mass of 100 tons was integrated into the house, as results from the simulations, which showed a need for additional storage mass.

Implemented energy concept
Since there is a significant cooling demand in the building, the solution for a sustainable cooling concept played an important role. The energy supply should be both based on renewable energy sources and be cost effective. A monovalent system for both heat and cooling supply was planned to achieve these guidelines.

Responsive building elements
The main cooling concept for this passive office building is the application of deep sono’s. The temperature of the water, which is lead to the water-circulated earth heat exchanger is evened out and is relatively stable in comparison to the fluctuations in outside temperature.
Deep sono’s are used both for the heating and cooling period. They serve as both heat source (heating period) and cooling source (cooling period). The sono’s are used as heat source for a heat pump during the heating period. Heat is extracted from the ground and a beneficial temperature profile is thereby established for the summer cooling period. The energy supply during the winter is coupled with a highly efficient ventilation system with heat recovery. The deep sono’s are used as so-called “direct cooling”. This direct cooling is realised through panels, which are flushed through with cold water and integrated in the building components. It is thereby possible to have a cooling without the application of a compressor cooling machine. The cooling capacity of this concept is approximately 25 W/m². The same panels are also applied for the heating system during the heating season.

This cooling concept is supported by a natural air flow through the atrium during the night. The stream of air is the result of the difference in density of the warm inside air and the cold air outside as well as from the cross section area of the inlet and outlet openings. The ventilation of the office building is carried out with the means of two separated ventilation systems with heat recovery systems (78% recovery rate and 2,800 m³/h nominal air flow) through a rotation heat exchanger. The ventilation of the seminar premises has a 86% heat recovery and a nominal air flow of 1,000 m³/h.

The storage mass of the building is the stabilising element of the room temperature. The cooling period at night should be at least 5 hours to reach enough capacity to remove the gained heat. The pre-requisite for an effective thermal day-night balance is suitable material with a high thermal conductivity and good heat storage capacity (concrete, heavy-weight walls etc.) of the construction parts foreseen for thermal storage. The upper 10 cm in the room are decisive for this effect. 100 tons of storage mass was included in the MIVA building.

The office building was constructed following the passive house standards, with the goal to reach 15 kWh/m²a. The heating is carried out through the ventilation system and the active components (applied for cooling in during summer) are also used distribute the heat during
winter. This brings the advantage of a sense of a higher comfort level. Furthermore, a floor heating system is installed in the atrium area for winter operation.

The project included alternative ways for the generation of the electricity demand of the pumps and ventilators. The photovoltaic system has a peak load of 9.8 kW. Further, the building has a solar thermal system with a collector area of 5 m², which supply the building with domestic hot water.

**Performance**

*Thermal comfort and humidity*

The monitoring results show that the comfort parameters indoor temperature and humidity show extraordinary good and constant values. Also the supply during the transition time function well and almost without any auxiliary primary energy supply (heat pump). This means that the heat recovery from the ventilation system and the “direct cooling” concept with the deep sonds are enough to keep the room climate at a comfortable level.

*Energy consumption*

The heating demand was measured to 20 kWh/m²a and the maximal heat load was 13 W/m² for the winter operation. During the cooling period, the measured cooling demand was 6.4 kWh/m²a and the maximal cooling load was 11 W/m².

*Maintenance and operation of the systems*

The operation of the building is of high satisfaction and the occupants are very pleased. The shading devices and the lighting is operated through sensors at the work area, which results in an optimal daylight utilisation. The conference rooms are equipped with CO₂ sensors via which the ventilation is regulated and is activated when the CO₂ level is higher than a set value (1000 ppm).

*Costs*

The establishing costs for the entire building complex were 1,205 EUR/m², without royalties. The running costs for the heat pump (7,5 kWh/m²a) and for the HVAC equipment operation (42 kWh/m²a) can be calculated in total with an electricity price of 0,14 €/kWh (+20% sales tax) and a total yearly electricity consumption of 108,742 kWh. This results in running electricity cost of 15,224 € (+20% sales tax).

*Lessons learned*

This project is of best practice character because of the very early integrated planning process with the planning team (architectures, energy engineers, civil engineers). With this expertise working team could lower running costs be achieved and the CO₂ emissions are 80% lower than those for a conventional office building. The energy systems and the application of the building have worked in an optimal way ever since it was taken into operation in 2003.

AEE INTEC coordinated the entire planning process and carried out the energetic calculations and optimisations. It was shown that such coordination with one partner acting as “energy party in charge” was of great importance of such innovative construction project. This coordinator not only dealt with the conventional energy processes, but also kept the overview of the energy relevant areas and acted as the link between the project partners.

*References*

Ernst Blümel, AEE Intec, Gleisdorf, Austria.
Climate, site and context
The climate is temperate, typical for Austria (Zürich area). The area around the building is open and green. The passive house school building was built as an extension to an existing school from the 1970s. The building is situated in a small town in a mountain area.

Description of the building and the integrated concepts
This school building in Austria is a good example of a passive approach to architecture, which lives up to the low energy consumption demanded by the passive house standard. Besides being a passive school building, the building also provides architectural quality as well as comfortable indoor conditions for its users. The school is a good example of how for instance shading devices and acoustic solutions can be integrated into the overall architectural expression of the building. The building has a very comfortable atmosphere and indoor climate for a building living up to the passive house standard.

Heating and cooling system via mechanical or hybrid ventilation system, with an inlet air temperature of 18°C, this system supplemented by earth coupling in the basement. The heating strategy is furthermore supplemented by a biomass (wood chips) heating unit.

Ventilation system. Mechanical or hybrid ventilation system with heat recovery supplemented with earth coupling which preheats or cools the inlet air. Air-change in the classrooms: 100m³/h pr. person. The inlet and extract openings are placed in the ceiling in the 12 classrooms. The rooms which needs a high air change are placed in the basement, close to the aggregate.

Responsive building elements applied and their integration
- Hybrid ventilation (natural ventilation supplemented with mechanical ventilation when necessary, the mechanical ventilation system uses heat-recovery)
- Earth ducts
- Automated shading (different types; external blinds in classrooms, internal screens in atrium, external cobber screen in library and assembly room)
- Materials (wooden construction, thermal mass in floors and partitions)
- The energy consumption and the savings in CO₂-emissions are visible to the users (children and teachers) in the cloak area adjacent to the atrium.
- Use of daylight (every room, except the bathrooms are daylit), it does however seem that the daylight design is not sufficient, as the electric lights were on when we visited the building on a sunny day around noon in September 2005.

The external shading is automated, but the automation can be overruled by the users. Inlet openings are placed in the bottom in order to allow shading and ventilation simultaneously. The classrooms are also mechanically ventilated through inlet and outlet openings in the ceiling.

The picture shows the ducts through which the air is let into the basement area where the air is preheated or pre-cooled.

Performance

Energy
The school buildings performance lives up to the passive house standard, which means that the total energy consumed for heating must not exceed 15 kWh pr. m² pr year and the combined consumption of primary energy must not exceed 120 kWh pr. m² pr year for heat, hot water and household electricity. Furthermore the passive house standard demands an evaluation of the energy consumption in the building after completion, to ensure that the finished building lives up to the standard.

The architectural vision in relation to the technical solutions
There is great accordance between the vision for the project and the technical solutions, as the technical solutions in the building are well integrated into the architectural expression, which makes for a very harmonious building without large visual technical installations.

Elements in the building providing architectural quality
Every room is daylit (except the bathrooms); even the staircases have great visual qualities caused by a symbiosis between the daylight levels, the concrete material, the shading and the décor in the stairway. The ceiling in the classrooms and the cloak area is painted black in order to hide the installations and make the acoustic ceiling (in wood) stand out as the ceiling.
This however reduces the daylight level in the room, which can be considered a problem for the perception of the light in the room.

**Summary of barriers**

Overall this is a really good example of passive architecture. The quality of the indoor climate is good and the architectural expression is complete and focused on the functionality of the building.

Problems encountered in the project are related to the daylight perception in the classrooms. There seems to be sufficient daylight in the classrooms, but in spite of this the electric lights were turned on, on a sunny day, this is, however, difficult to be sure of, as the building was not visited on an overcast day. The ceilings in the classrooms play a large role in this problem, because of the colour of the ceiling, the installation and the acoustic panels. It would be interesting to see a simulation of the daylight conditions in the building compared to the actual daylight conditions.

**Open questions and needs for future research**

In relation to this project there seems to be a need for research in the area of the relationship between the daylight solution and the energy consumption in the building, but in fields of research relating to the perception of the light in the rooms compared to the daylight levels.
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Climate, site and context
The climate is temperate (middle Europe) with 3317 heating degree days and the mean annual horizontal radiation is 1027 kWh/m². The building is situated in an urban area, surrounded by buildings of approximately same height.

Description of the building and the integrated concepts
The new building of the ZUB closes a gap between an ensemble of old houses. An atrium, used as a light gap, which contains the entrance zone and the staircases, joins the old brick building to the modern concrete construction. The ZUB office building consists mainly of three different parts: one part for exhibitions and events, one part for offices and an experimental part for different kinds of research.

Heating / Cooling system
All office rooms and the lecture hall of the building are equipped with a surface heating and cooling system, with thermally activated building constructions. On all floor slabs, conventional floor heating has been installed in addition to activated ceilings. This has been done for research purposes. Each office is equipped with separately regulated heating/cooling circuit in the ceiling and in the floor slab. Demand controlled heating and cooling is done via a regulation of the mass flow of the heat carrier (water).

Ventilation system
A combination of natural and mechanical ventilation is used. In summer conditions, the offices are ventilated by natural means. During wintertime, windows the balanced mechanical ventilation with heat recovery is used for low outdoor temperatures. For mechanical ventilation, one central air handling unit with heat recovery (two cross flow heat exchangers) is used. Maximum design airflow is 4000 m³/h. In the normal operation mode, fresh air is supplied directly to the office rooms and exhaust air is extracted from the atrium, and then transferred to the heat recovery unit. For research purposes, the fresh air can be supplied to the central atrium and extracted from the offices. When the lecture hall is fully occupied, the mechanical ventilation system is employed only for the air-change of this room, while for the offices natural means are used. To allow natural ventilation in offices, fresh air is supplied through the open windows and the exhaust air leaves the rooms through particular air outlets,
which are set in the clay wall near the doors. In this way the exhaust air is sent into the atrium and leaves the building through openings at its top, thus avoiding the installation of fan systems. The ventilation system works from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m., and at night and during the weekend it is turned off.

Operation modes of the ventilation system (Hausladen 2000)

**Control system**

Heating: The indoor temperature is set at the lower value of 19°C and the upper value of 21°C for the offices and approximately at 18°C in the experimental room. To achieve these conditions the inlet temperature of the radiant systems depends on the outside temperature, thus avoiding the heating system working continuously at the highest temperature. Then, after 8 p.m., the indoor air temperature is set at 19°C.

Cooling: The temperature of the rooms is set at an upper value of 26°C and the water mass flow rate is cooled by the ground heat exchanger. In this way, the inlet temperature of the water depends on the ground temperature. Furthermore, the building structure can be cooled during the night by a flow of external air.

Ventilation: The ventilation system is regulated by the actual demand and air quality. Sensors measuring the content of volatile organic compounds (VOC) in the air are installed in the offices. Increasing levels of VOCs mean increasing speed of the air supply fans (increased airflow). The office with the worst air quality guides the ventilation system. A CO₂ sensor is installed in the lecture hall. In case of CO₂ concentration above 600 ppm the lecture room is ventilated in parallel to the offices. If the concentration rises above 1000 ppm the system ventilates the lecture hall only and the offices have to be ventilated by windows.

Responsive building elements applied and their integration

In the ZUB building, radiant systems for heating and cooling have been installed. They include both activated thermal slabs and conventional floor heating. The pipes are embedded in the upper concrete layer on the floor and in the centre of the slab. The distribution has a coil shape and an individual circuit for each room; in this way, each room has its own control system.

Each circuit of the floor radiant system and the active thermal slab system is supplied by about 600 kg/h water mass flow rate, thus allowing to keep the difference between supply and return temperature lower than 4-5 °C. In the heating mode,
the radiant system is connected with the district heating supply system. It is divided in two different circuits to supply the traditional floor system and the system of activated thermal slabs.

As for the cooling system, the hydronic pipe circuits employed are the same as the heating system, but, for investigating the possible use of renewable energy sources, an additional circuit of pipes in the slab construction of the basement has been installed to exploit ground coolness to cool the water. Thus, the ground heat exchanger replaces the installation of a mechanical cooling machine. Measurements have shown that the ground heat exchanger works with a COP of 23, in comparison to a normal mechanical cold production with COP of about 3.5.

Performance

Energy

Measured annual energy consumption of the ZUB building is depicted in the figure below. Calculated energy demand according to the EnEV (the new energy code) is 21.3 kWh/m²a. Implementing the demand controlled ventilation strategy decreased electrical power consumption for the ventilation by about 50%. The use of natural lighting strategies in combination with demand controlled artificial lighting ensures very low electricity consumption of the ZUB building. The annual energy consumption for lighting in the ZUB building is 60% lower than the Swiss guideline SIA 380.

Economics

Construction costs were 1260 EUR/m², service and equipment were 497 EUR/m², which give a total building cost of 1766 EUR/m² (net floor area) (Hauser 2005).
Indoor environment and thermal comfort

The integrated building concept of the building provides comfortable thermal environment for its occupants during the whole year. Indoor climate measurements were conducted in 2002 and 2003. In the heating mode, indoor temperatures below 21°C appear only in the case when the heat supply is switched off. In the cooling mode, during a very hot summer in 2003, the operative temperature exceeded 26°C during 125 hours, which means 4% of the work time.

Summary of barriers/lessons learned

The cooling power of the ground heat exchanger depends strongly on the temperature and water flows (moisture) of the ground. For very dry ground, the cooling potential could be worn out after a few weeks as the ground temperature rises and only a very limited cooling power can be used. In case of flowing ground water, it is possible to use greater cooling power and rooms can be cooled more intensively.

Simulations showed that a constant cooling power of about 8 W/m² is reasonable for the ZUB. Maximum measured cooling power was 40 W/m² and the maximum heating power 80 W/m². The overheating hours, hours with room temperature above 26°C, could be diminished by using this system up to only 125 h or 4 % of the occupancy time in a representative office room during the very hot summer in 2003.

Since almost all room surfaces are built in a heavy construction, the effect of the clay wall has been found to be of minor importance.

The lighting level observed by the occupants is also dependent on the color and surface of the internal room surfaces. Dark surfaces absorb more light than bright ones. The light floor covering and the white stone walls in the ZUB reflect the light, whereas the darker concrete ceilings are not as good as a reflector.
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